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FU admissions dept. doubles AHANA numbers
Eighteen percent of freshman class comes from minority background
BY MAURA ROUSSEAU

Fairfield made The Princeton Review's 2007 top ten list
for schools with the most homogeneous student population.
But times are changing as
the University has doubled its
percentage of minorities.
The class of 2010 includes
169 AHANA (African American, Hispanic, Asian and Native

American) students compared to
the class of 2009, which includes
a mere 82.
The percentage of minorities
for the entire student body, therefore, jumped from nine percent to
18 percent, according to Associate Director of Admissions for
Diversity William Johnson.
The jump is exemplified in
the number of enrolled students
from Puerto Rico.

For the 2005 academic year
only one student enrolled from
Puerto Rico compared to nine
students who enrolled this year.
Director of Undergraduate

COMMENTARY
Getting off higher
ed's naughty list

Page 10

Admissions Karen Pellegrino
attributed the rise to several
reasons.
"I believe there are many
factors, but clearly one of the
most important is the commitment of the entire university community, beginning with Father
von Arx, to enhance the diversity
on our campus in all ways," said
Pellegrino.
Visiting more high schools

No

Not so fast, Popeye

with high populations of AHANA
students for college fairs was
another technique implemented,
said Pellegrino.
Horizons weekend, an event
sponsored by the office of undergraduate admission, is an opportunity for accepted AHANA
students to visit Fairfield and get
a better feel for the campus, PelSEE "SEVERAL" ON P>
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PAIN, NO GAIN

Sodexho, students react
to spinach-borne E. coli scare
BY JOE CARRETTA

Small children are rejoicing over the greatest excuse of all time to
not finish their spinach while spinach lovers across the nation lament
the lack of green in their diet.
Here at Fairfield, students are agitated by the lack of spinach
throughout the Barone Campus Center dining areas. A warning against
the bacteria is accompanied by an online news article detailing the
problem.
Fresh and bagged spinach is being pulled from the shelves after it
was contaminated with a deadly strain of E. coli bacteria. According to
WebMD, the contaminated vegetables were grown primarily in three
counties in California: Monterey, San Benito, and Santa Clara.
The spinach was linked to various illnesses and deaths in multiple
states across the country, including one in Connecticut, according to
WebMD.
Although the cause of the contamination is still unknown, a CNN.
com article confirmed that the E. coli strain which was detected is an
extremely dangerous one known as E. coli 0157:H7 and has been linked
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

SEE "SODEXHO" ON P.
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For love of the game: Brittany Bates '08 edges out a Holy Cross Crusader during Sunday's game. For the
story, go to WWW.FAIRFIELDMIRROR.COM.

Two do a crime, rich one pays the fine?
BY ANDREW CHAPIN

Sanctions taken against students in
violation of university policy are decided
in accordance with the student handbook
and are subject to the dean's discretion. But
it seems as if a student's financial situation
may be a factor in the deeision as well.

According to Dean of Students Thomas
Pellegrino, his office has the ability to levy
non-monetary sanctions for offenses punishable by fine.
"A student in an extreme financial
circumstance could be given a non-monetary sanction in lieu of a monetary one,"
he said.

However, Pellegrino defended the University policy, downplaying the instances
where this authority would be used.
"It doesn't happen often but it's something that common sense dictates should be
in place," he said.
Chris Del Bove '09 is not convinced of
the policy's practicality. Though he agrees

Dean's office giving
special consideration to
poorer students
with the concept, he does not understand
how the University would assess which
students fall under the policy.
"It's unfair if there is no line," he said,
since the policy has no explicitly stated or
specific guidelines. "There are too many

SEE "PELLEGRINO" ON P.
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by Katie Barry
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On trip to Brazil econ profs, stay ahead of the curve
school UNISINOS.
Lastly, the team wanted to launch independent research
initiatives focusing on animal migration patterns and deforestation; the work being done by land reform organizations
to monitor air, soil and water quality; and to experience the
general quality of life for the working class of Brazil.
Their trip began with a stay in stone "flats" a few miles

attempts to prevent erosion and other negative effects on
crops.
Another situation they came across while traveling to
Editor's Note: This is the first in a series of articles
UNISINOS in Porto Alegre was a community focused on
exploring interesting projects that faculty worked on during
recycling, but not in the way most of us are used to. Families
the summer.
send their children out on bicycles to collect specific types of
trash from residents of the town. The parents then divide the
Brazil is not the average college professor's first
waste and sell it off to large corporations.
choice of vacation spots. But then again, Dina Franceschi
This is the only way these families can make a livof the economics department is not the average college
ing - a far cry from the typical American family.
professor, and this trip was anything but a vacation.
The discussions with UNISINOS were very fruitFranceschi's two and a half week journey investiful; the University hopes to improve its relations with
gated the current status of Fairfield's international studies
Fairfield and increase faculty and student exchange
programs in Brazil as well as environmental, economic
programs.
and social concerns.
University President Jeffrey von Arx, S.J. was also
She was accompanied by Fairfield professors Terry
pleased with the results of the UNISINOS talks.
Jones, Marie-Agnes Sourieau and Kraig Steffen and
"Certainly I support this kind of international outwas pleased with the no-nonsense attitude the group had
reach, especially with our Jesuit sister institutions," he
toward the expedition.
said. "I view internationalization as very much a part
"The people who came were very well-equipped and
of our diversity initiatives here at Fairfield."
on-task," Franceschi said.
Students were in favor the possibility of expanBrazil is a hot spot for emerging markets; it is consion as well.
tending for the world's eighth-largest economy and growKathleen Kessler '08, an environmental studies
ing at an incredible pace. This fact, coupled with Brazil's
Contributed photo major, said, "this kind of work will be very beneficial
amazing wildlife and ecosystems, makes it a prime candi- Fun in the sun: Fairfield professors took economics studies to Brazil. to environmental studies majors and minors because
date for study by economists and environmentalists.
outside the UENF (pronounced 'win-fee') campus in Rio de it will give them an opportunity to understand the issues that
With such vast opportunity, the team set three main goals Janeiro. Franceschi said the outcome of the discussions for many of the rapidly industrializing countries are currently
to help them stay focused during their short visit.
another grant to Fairfield seemed positive.
facing."
The first was to investigate reapplying for a five year
"The faculty exchange opportunities are very promisMost professors, students and administrators have a
grant with Universidade Estaduel do Norte Fluminense ing," she said.
positive outlook on what Brazil's programs can.do for both
(UENF) to promote the exchange of both faculty and stuWhen they weren't negotiating terms for the UENF grant, the University and the people of that country. Franceschi said
dents.
the group was studying a bio-preserve in the Mata Atlantica she couldn't agree more.
The second goal was to investigate opportunities to Rainforest and collecting data on its agroforestry site.
"The trip was wildly productive," she said. "And what
expand Fairfield's environmental science study abroad proAgroforestry is a technique used to ensure an ecologi- better place to be? A beautiful country, wonderful people and
gram in Brazil and expand upon relations with Jesuit partner cal balance between crops and wooded areas. The system so much yet to do."
BY BRIAN ERICKSON

The Fairfield University Glee Club
Carole Ann Maxwell, D.S.M., Conductor

Gala 60th Anniversary' Season

Sunda March 4 2 7 3 m
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The Glee Club, Hie Mendelssohn Choir of Conn.
and the Fairfield County Children's Choir,
"Three Generations of Song II"
Tickets $20 Adults, $18 Seniors, $6 Students

Friday, December 1,2006 «* 8 p.m. * Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts
The Glee Club with Festival Orchestra
"An American Christmas"

Saturday, April 14,2007 - 8 p.m. - Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts
The Glee Club * "60th Adversary Gala Concert"
Featuring the premiere of commissioned work by Gwyneth Walker

Saturday, December 2, 2006^ 8 p.m. - Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts
The Glee Club with Festival Orchestra
"An American Christmas"
Wednesday, May 2,2007 «* 7:30 p.m. - Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts
The Glee Club Pops Concert
"Pops goes Hollywood"

Tickets on sale beginning Tuesday, Sept. 26, 2006
For tickets please call the Box Office at (203) 2544010
Tickets, unless otherwise noted, are $10 for adults and $6 for students
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Murder in Fairfield rocks

A killer close to home
BY KATE MCGANN

A two-year-old girl reports to her parents that a man, their
neighbor, has been repeatedly molesting her on "starry nights."
In what could only be explained as a fit of blind rage, the little
girl's father climbs into his neighbor's window and stabs him
to death.
Although it might sound like a plot from a horror movie,
this is what allegedly took place on Aug. 28 at a home on Colony
Street in Fairfield.
Reports from the Connecticut Post and the Fairfield Minuteman recount the accusations made against 59-year-old Barry
James by his two-year-old neighbor Rebecca Edington. The girl
allegedly told her mother that James would come into her room
and touch her inappropriately.
In the 2004 FBI Crime Report for Fairfield, there were only
29 reports of rapes and aggravated assaults combined. The national average for these crimes was 323.3 per 100,000 people in
2004, the most recent year for which statistics were available."
But what makes this story even more surprising is the brutal
murder of James, allegedly by Rebecca Edington's father, 29year-old Jonathon Edington.
James' mother Rita said she saw a man climb in through her
son's bedroom window, push him to the floor and repeatedly stab
him in the chest, then jump on his bed and out the window again,
according to the Connecticut Post article.
An article from the Fairfield Minuteman says that police
arrived on the scene and, a short time later, went next door to
111 Colony Street to find Edington "literally red-handed" by his
kitchen sink, covered in blood. Police also found a knife nearby
that they believe to be the murder weapon.
The police report on the case, released last Tuesday, says
that the Edington family had been on vacation in Rhode Island

SEPTEMBER

county; students unaware

and that Jonathon Edington came home before his wife and two
children.
The same FBI Crime Report from 2004 reported zero murders in Fairfield.
By all accounts, this was a strange thing to have happened in
a place where traffic lights start blinking at 9 p.m. and students
at the beach get arrested for making too much noise.
Many students on campus didn't even hear about the crime
and are not concerned about safety around town.
"I did not know anything about this; it's extremely surprising," said Kristen Daly '08. "It's also really sad."
David Dudish '10 echoed Daly's surprise at the crime. .
——4-4
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"I did not know anything about
this; it's extremely surprising. "
-Kristen Daly '08
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"Honestly, I wouldn't have expected it here, but stuff like
that happens all the time. Coming from the Washington, DC
area, crime is a big problem and [we] hear about it every day,"
he said. "But I find it weird hearing about it from'a town [as]
prestigious as Fairfield."
Brian Fitzgerald ' 10 agreed.
"For the most part, I feel safe on and off campus," he said.
"It seems like the Fairfield Police watch out more for the students
of Fairfield than they do the people of the town."
"I still feel safe because [Fairfield's] overall reputation has always been.positive," said Daly. "But it's also a wake-up call."

Students want solid solution to housing hassle
BY ANN GLOVER

"I feel bad for underclassmen squeezed into those rooms,"
she said. "I was almost forced to live in Kostka/Claver my junior
year because of the lack of townhouses."
When applying to Fairfield, full-time undergraduate students
expect four years of guaranteed housing. Fortunately, this promise
is being upheld.
However, the degree to which they are receiving it seems
to be in debate as well as the amount of time it is taking for the
new dorm proposal to be carried out.
"It is a complex process with several components, and it is
far too pre-mature at this time to let on any information," Reed
said.
-
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No eatin? good in
this neighborhood
Plans for Post Rd.
Applebee's scrapped
BY JESS MITCHELL

Happy hour. Affordable food. Quick
takeout. Open late.
All of these sound appealing to college
students on a budget. Residents, however,
were quick to stop Applebee's from coming
to town.
Applebee's, a popular chain restaurant,
planned to occupy the vacant lot previously
occupied by People's Bank at 837 Post
Road, said a Connecticut Post article.
For Applebee's to open in Fairfield, an
approval from the Zoning Board of Appeals
is necessary, according to the Post article.
Though the approvals were granted,
Fairfield residents appealed on terms of insufficient parking, according to Applebee's
lawyer John Fallon.
"[The] variance shouldn't have been
granted.... The shopping center didn't have
enough parking spaces," said Fallon. "[The]
variance granted by the Zoning Board was
overturned by the court."
Fallon said Applebee's did not challenge the court's decision and has no plans

Hpplebee's
Neighborhood Grill & Bar

D Yes
(X) No

Barone Campus Center: restored. DiMenna Nyselius Library:
perfected. Kelly Admissions Building: finished. Although these
recent construction projects were appreciated on campus, there is
Katie McCarthy/ Photo Illustration
No happy hour: Fairfield residents put the
still one building project that seems long overdue: a new dorm.
kibosh on plans for Applebee's.
"The idea of building a new dorm for underclassmen is still
in the preliminary stages," said Deborah Cady, Associate Dean
to find another Fairfield location. However,
of Students and Director of Resident Life.
local resident Beth Carmichael suggested
Over the past few years, freshman classes have grown larger,
other locations for the restaurant.
and occupancy in dorms, suites and townhouses has become
"[The] train station area would be
tighter.
perfect
because [Applebee's] has take-out.
The current freshman class has approximately 938 students,
...
Meet
at the train and get their food,"
many of whom are in forced triples. The class of 2009 also had
she said.
problems with overcrowding in the dorms last year.
Carmichael said that traffic would cause
Greer McCarthy '09 said a new dorm should definitely be
a problem in the area because the 240-seat
built.
restaurant/bar would be a huge attraction,
"I lived in a forced triple in Jogues my freshman year and
and "the lights and noise would be in our
felt really cramped," she said. "Now, I am living in Gonzaga
windows" late at night.
with freshmen."
However, others do not think a lo"I think that freshmen should be living with freshmen, sophocal Applebee's would have such a large
mores with sophomores, and so on," McCarthy added.
impact.
Mark Reed, Vice President for Student Affairs, said that
"Obviously we're pretty well saturated
several options are being considered for the possibility of buildwith restaurants as it is," said Michael Coning a new dorm.
stand, owner of Bravo Restaurant on Post
"None are final," he said. "Feasibility planning for additional
Road. "I don't think [Applebee's] would
student resident spaces is currently being done."
affect me all that much."
According to Cady, however, the problem is not where the
Ryan Furman '07 agrees that AppleUniversity would put the dorm.
bee's
would not take business away from
"There are a lot of other important factors taken into conother
restaurants. In addition, "students
sideration," she said.
would
like it there."
"Living in a room with two people is hard enough as a fresh"I
like Applebee's; they have a good
man," she said. "Adding one more is just uncomfortable."
Photo illustration by Katie McCarthy/The Mirror
happy
hour,
but honestly, I don't think I
Christine Porcello '07, an off campus beach resident, is in Waiting game: Plans for a new dorm are still in their earliest stages.
would go there," said Furman.
favor of a new dorm on campus.
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Senate in session
BY KATIE BARRY

• Sen. Erin Hanafin '07, Sen. Joao Gomes '07 and
Senate Proxy Katie Phelps '08 were absent.
• Christy Ruckert '07 served as a proxy for Sen. Janet
Reinhardt '07.
• Sen. Steve Ligouri '09, head of the Academics Committee, said that his branch was focusing on academic
freedom. In regards to the censorship of The Mirror, he
said, "we came to the conclusion we didn't agree with it.
It wasn't good."
• Much discussion was devoted to the question of
whether sport coats should be added to the mandatory dress
code for male senators when they wear "polo shirts." The
senate decided not to require such attire. Senate Chairman
Timothy Rich '08 proceeded to remove his sport coat.

Vc
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A look at what happened - and didn't
happen ~ in FUSA's Sunday meeting
• The Senate passed S43-09 by a majority of 23 to 1.
An amendment to an earlier resolution, it states that all
prospective resolutions must be available for senators to
review at least 48 hours prior to introduction in the FUSA
Senate.
It allows Senate President and FUSA Vice President
Megan McConville '08 to enact "emergency resolutions,"
which would not be available 48 hours in advance but must
be passed by a two-thirds vote. Sen. Daniel Lamendola '09
was the only one opposed to the measure. Asked about his
opposition, he cited that the resolution "wasn't given to me
48 hours in advance."
• McConville asked the Senate to make three FUSA
events in October mandatory; her motion passed. Another
motion was made to formally excuse Sen. Chris Steele '08
and Sen. Joe Weldon '09 from a leadership event because
of a crew regatta. The motion failed.
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CHILD CARE

REGULAR SITTER / NANNY

PART-TIME BABYSITTER
NEEDED

PROF. COUPLE (DOCTOR
/ BANKER) SEEKS REG.
NANNY / SITTER M TO F 6
PM - 8 PM FOR TERRIFIC 2
YR. OLD BOY. OCCASIONAL
OVERNIGHT. MUST HAVE
CAR TO P/U AT DAYCARE.
DAYCARE AND HOUSE
IN FAIRFIELD, BLOCKS
FROM UNIV. SALARY +
ROOM (IF DESIRED) AVAIL.
REF'S/EXP. REQUIRED.
EMAIL ACANZANO®
CRONUSPARTNERS.COM.

PART TIME BABYSITTER
NEEDED. FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULE, MORNINGS OR
AFTERNOONS. MUST HAVE
OWN TRANSPORTATION AND
EXPERIENCE WITH SMALL
CHILDREN. PLEASE CALL
203-319-0057.

BABYSITTER WANTED
HELP WANTED
UNIVERSITY AREA FAMILY
(1 CHILD), 3-6 HOURS PER

WEEK (PERFECT FOR
STUDENT)
- ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM
UNIVERSTIY
VERY FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
(AFTERNOONS/EARLY
EVENINGS)
- FUN FIVE YEAR OLD BOY
PLEASE CALL SUSAN @
203.292.3123

PART-TIME NANNY/
BABYSITTER NEEDED IN
FAIRFIELD
PART TIME SITTER FOR 2
GREAT, FUN BOYS: AGES
11 AND 9.15 HOURS A
WEEK, 2-3 AFTERNOONS.
JOB INCLUDES PICKING UP
FROM SCHOOL, TAKING TO
ACTIVITIES OR HOME, HELP
WITH HOMEWORK. CAR
AVAILABLE. CALL SUSAN:
914-815-1170.

FUN JOB CREATIVE OR NOT!
-HANDS ON POTTERY~
PERFECT STUDENT HOURS
WEEKENDS A MUST!
WWW.HOPCT.COM
319-1273
ASSISTANT COACH WANTED
COACH OF 5TH GRADE
BOYS REC SOCCER TEAM IN
FAIRFIELD SEEKS PLAYER
OR SOCCER ENTHUSIAST
TO ASSIST. 2 TO 4 HOURS
PER WEEK (ONE OR TWO
PRACTICES), DEPENDING
ON YOUR SCHEDULE. CALL
(203)258-0821 FOR INFO.
WORK 5 MINS FROM CAMPUS
INTLGIFTCO- BLACK ROCK
TPK - EXEC ASST - FLEX HRS
- MUST BE DEPENDABLE.
CALL MELINDA AT 371-2944
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SPRING BREAK WITH STS
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YEAR'S TOP 10 SPRING
BREAK DESTINATIONS!
BEST DEALS GUARANTEED!
HIGHEST REP COMMISSIONS.
VISIT WWW.STSTRAVEL.COM
OR CALL 1-800-648-4849.
GREAT GROUP DISCOUNTS.
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RENTALS
HOUSE FOR RENT
3 bedroom house for rent on
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In a letter to the editor in last week's issue, Jamie Diloma was
incorrectly identified as the current Editor in Chief of the Quinnipiac Chronicle. Mr. Diloma held that position last year, but
no longer does.
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Textbooks: weighing down backpacks and emptying wallets
trend as well.
"To be completely honest, I think it's awful how much
they charge at the bookstore," Calame said. "I can buy the
same book at Barnes and Noble new for less than what they
charge for it used."
It does not help that already pricey books are often
packaged with various CD-ROMs and other study aids,
which Waxman calls "all kinds of useless bells and whistles
[used] to justify high prices."
Many times, students have no choice but to purchase
the whole package.
Fairfield's bookstore manager, Barbara Farrell says,
textbook prices are high because making textbooks is

expensive.
Some of the greatest expenses that are involved include the cost of materials, author and publisher income,
How were you planning to spend your hard-earned
marketing costs and freight expense.
summer cash this semester?
"There is nothing heavier than paper. [Therefore] the
Perhaps you've had your heart set on an iPod to make
cost of shipping skyrockets," Farrell says.
workouts more enjoyable, a stylish fall wardrobe to make
The cost of textbooks has become such a pressing issue
you the envy of any fashion aficionado, or even some brand
among colleges across the country that the U. S. Department
new ... textbooks?
of Education is conducting a study on how to counteract
The cost of one semester's worth of textbooks has
the textbook market.
risen enough to compete with the price of high-tech music
This study won't reach its conclusion until the summer
devices and Armani clothing.
of 2007, according to the U-Wire article.
A U-Wire article entitled "U.S. education dept. study
So, what can be done in the meantime?
to address rising textbook costs"
For one, students can purchases
reports that the average price of
textbooks from Web sites such as
textbooks has been steadily increasAmazon.com.
ing at a rate of 6 percent per year
"I was so fed up with buying
since 1987.
textbooks at our bookstore that I
Web sites such as campusmade an account on Amazon.com,
progress.org provide a few explanawhich not only makes it easier for
tions as to why textbook prices have
me to purchase my new textbooks,
skyrocketed across the board.
but it also makes it easier for kids in
One reason for the price increase
my position," says Gianna Mondoro
is that publishers are frequently
'09.
Some students have already
releasing new editions of so-called
found that the online textbook market
"old" textbooks.
is a much more affordable way of
Many of the new textbooks,
keeping up with long lists of books.
however, have few changes.
Farrell agrees that Amazon can
Ben Waxman of campusprogress.
org writes, "the new edition might be
be helpful.
However, she also asks, "Is
worthwhile if it had new material, but
there a place that consistently sells
most changes are usually minor and
books at half our price? No. If you
cosmetic."
want what you need, this is the place
During their trips to the bookJames Nguyen/The Mirror
to et
store, Fairfield students such as Prada or Hemingway? With costs on the rise, students are turning to the online textbook market.
§ «• ■•"■ We're Soing to stand
behind
what we sell."
Ashley Calame '09 have noticed this
BY LINDSAY BARRS

ADVERTISEMENT

EVERYONE is incited!
To attend the first ever, first annual

Student Diversity Grant Program
Final Proposal
Selection Ceremony
Up to 3 grants of
$1500 each will be awarded.
Find out who will be
the first ever SDGP recipients!

When: Tuesday, October 10th
Where: Barone Campus Center
(lower level)

Time: 11:00AM-12:00PM
Refreshments will be served.

Sponsored by:
The Earl W. and Hildagunda A. Brinkman Private Charitable Foundation,
The Humanities Institute of the College of Arts and Sciences, FUSA, Jeffrey P. von Arx, S.J., President,
Dr. Thomas C. Pellegrino, Dean of Students, The Academic Vice President, The College of Arts and Sciences,
The Charles F. Dolan School of Business, The Center for Multicultural Relations,
and Dr. Raymond P. Poincelot, Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.
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Deborah Cady, PhD

iPods invade FU classrooms
during tutoring, sessions to create a stronger tutor-student relationship.
Remember the old days when profes"If you listen to a session and figure
sors used overhead projectors to show out where you lost the student or when
slides to their classes? Or when tape re- they really got what you were saying, then
corders provided sound bites and advanced you can learn from that and be a better tutor," said Howe.
playback techniques?
Most professors would agree that findForget archaic teaching aids of the
past. Now, Fairfield joins a select number ing a way to revitalize lessons on Shakeof universities across the country that are speare, laws of chemistry or business
utilizing iPods and iTunes U, a special trends is necessary for successful student
iTunes program developed by Apple and learning and class enthusiasm.
Suzanne Campbell, assistant profesStanford University, to provide students
and faculty with innovative education sor of nursing, agrees that audio-taping
methods in and out of the classroom.
classes with video iPods and posting
Last fall, Fairfield began to use iPods lessons on Fairfield's iTunes U site could
to record tutoring sessions in the Writing provide greater benefits to students at
Center. Other professors simply wanted a Fairfield and abroad.
Campway to create
bell taught
podcasts of
a course
their lectures
last spring
to put on their
to
three stuWeb sites.
dents in GalWith the
way, Ireland
popularity of
and mainvideo iPods,
tained conportable mitact through
crophones
and the latest
WebCT and
instant mesuser-friendly
saging. With
iTunes rethe advances
leased in
early SeptemChris Malvagna/The Mirror in recording available
ber, Assistant Welcome to iWorld: new technology being used at FU
through iPod
Director of
Computing and Networking Services technology, Campbell said that all of her
Jay Rozgonyi said this combination will students now have access to "full lectures
encourage new technological ventures in and student dialogue in class" via podcasts
college courses at Fairfield.
even if they are sick or miss class.
"The fact that so may students already
The possibilities of iPod programown and use iPods make them a natural le- ming at Fairfield seem endless.
"Why just limit this resource to
verage for classroom use," Rozgonyi said.
"I'm convinced that most students would enrolled students?" asked Rozgonyi.
rather download lectures and videos and "Wouldn't prospective students like to
take them wherever they go, rather than be see video tours of the campus? Or alumni
tied to an active network connection."
see highlights of last night's basketball
Sarah Howe '07, a tutor at the writing game?"
center, likes the idea of utilizing an iPod

Learn something
about the new
Associate Dean and
Director of Res. Life
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In her spare time ...

BY KATE MCGANN

She loves learning new things. For
example, she recently joined a beginner's
volleyball league. She also enjoys reading,
watching movies, writing stories and walking
along the beach.

Hails from...
Maiden, Mass. She received her Ph.D. in
Higher Education Administration at Boston
College and previously worked at Wellesley College in Residence Life and Campus
Ministry.

Most looking forward to...
Meeting more students and getting them
involved in the Residence Life program. She
also wants to involve more students in residence hall programming, housing selection
processes and hall governance through IRHA

Position at FU ...
The Associate Dean/Director of Residence Life. She oversees the daily operations
of the Residence Life Program.

Thinks Fairfield Students
are
Energetic, caring and proud of their community. She said, "I actually chose Fairfield
University because of the caring students that
I met during my day here last spring."

Best
Deals In
Town

Are you tired of membership fees?

Enjoy the mix we provided
you this month?
Check out our hits each week
at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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See clearly. Look amazing.

Old tanning bulbs?

GREAT STUDENT RATES!
$

FREE

15.00

Tan
Buy 1 Tan, Get 1 Tan Free

For 5 Tans
1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540

1499 POST ROAD/FAIRFIELD, CT 06824
With this coupon. Not valid with other offers.

203.254.0042 / www.glancect.com
STUDENT DISCOUNT/STAG CARD

J
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BLACK ROCK TPK

I
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FAIRFIELD

I 203-367-8540

(Shaw's Plaza Next to Soccer Post)
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Sodexho: Students "not
to worry" about spinach

South American sister brings faith to Fairfield
BY BILL MCBAIN

Sister Joan Uhlen comes from an environment very similar
to that of many Fairfield students. She attended Catholic schools
and had a typical upbringing. However, she has spent her life
serving the poor and marginalized around the world as a Maryknoll nun.
Fairfield invited, Juanita, as she is known in Nicaragua, to
speak to its students. The school has a strong connection to Sister Juanita's work through the service trips made during school
vacations.
Paul Duffy '05, former FUSA President, went on a mission
trip to Nicaragua with Campus Ministry to help Sister Juanita
during his senior year at Fairfield.
"The minute you get off the plane everything is different. You
just get to the village and it is a bunch of huts," said Duffy.
"As poor as the village is, they are rich in spirit and family.
Their sense of a family and dedication to one another is unreal."
Uhlen has been a nun for more than 64 years and has been
living in her village, Chacraseca, for the last 34 years.
Chacraseca is a town of dirt roads in the dry rural area outside
of the major city of Leon. The people are subsistence farmers
who live off their crops of rice, beans, corn and coffee. There
is rarely any fruit or meat in their diets. Very few of the houses
have basics such as running water or even a non-dirt floor in their
one- to two-room huts.
"It is a terribly tough life," said Winston Tellis, assistant professor of information systems and operations management.
Sister Juanita, who grew up in St. Louis, entered Maryknoll
at age 19 and has been a nun with them since 1942.
"I just knew that I wanted to be a nun. I had a calling from
God to help people," said Uhlen.
She added: "as Sisters of Maryknoll we go to countries to help.
We can't just preach the gospel when we see people suffering. Our
social work is what allows these people to eat daily. Without us
they would only eat once a week."

More than 3,000 people from Spain, Italy, Austria and all
over the United States have helped Uhlen serve the poor in the
last 30 years.
Tellis is one of them.
He brings groups from Fairfield to help build houses, wells,
schools and latrines for the people in the village.
"[the people] feel like they count for something when we
care," said Tellis.
Tellis goes to Nicaragua three or four times a year and brings
Uhlen to campus to speak to students when she can travel to
Connecticut. She said she enjoys speaking to Fairfield students
because she feels they understand the message of Catholic social
teaching.
"I want them to understand how poor countries live around
the world," she said. "I want them to do some thinking about how
they have so much. It is nice to see people reaching out a helping
hand: a hand of friendship."

Bill McBain/ Photo Credit

Sister Act: Joan Uhlen speaks of her service experiences

Former ambassador to speak at FU
and experience when discussing these issues with others.
"Students may not be aware that State
On Oct. 3, Fairfield will welcome former ambassador Dennis Ross in this year's Department experts have a lot to say about
Bank of America lecture presented by the how we conduct foreign policy," said
Dew.
university's Center for Judaic Studies.
"And they also serve as negotiators or
With 12 years experience as a U.S. ambrokers
between foreign nations," he said.
bassador, Ross will address an audience at
As recently as 2004, Ross published
the Quick Center about his area of expertise,
a book from which the lecture
something that has also been
called the defining struggle of
takes its name: "The Missing
our generation: the struggle for
Peace - The Inside Story of the
peace in the Middle East.
Fight for Middle East Peace."
Jn addition to the main
Ross was the U.S. point
lecture at 8 p.m., Ross will adman on the peace process
dress a small group of students
during both the George H. W.
selected by professors in a short
Bush and Bill Clinton adminquestion and answer session,
istrations.
said Elaine Bowman of the
He was a leading figure in
Judaic studies office.
the Israel-Jordan peace treaty
Despite Ross's fame and
in 1994, the Interim Agreement
accomplishments, relatively few
between the Israelis and the
Palestinians in 1995 and the
students know who he is or what
Ross
Hebron Accord in 1997, the
he has done.
press release said.
"I've never heard of him," said Lauren
"His job is to work out agreements Wood '08. "He'd probably be interesting to
between Israel and Palestine; he serves the hear though."
However, other members of the Fairfield
American interest to make peace," said
Edward Dew, a politics professor who spe- community recognize his achievements.
"The struggle for peace in the Middle
cializes in international relations.
Although he left the government in East is one of the defining legacies of our
2001, Ross continues to address the issue. time," said Ellen Umansky, director of the
He publishes articles in the Washington Post Judaic studies program.
"It is an honor to bring him to Fairfield
and US News & World Report and works for
University."
Fox News as a foreign affairs analyst.
He enjoys contributing personal insight
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to stomach and bowel problems.
If the no-spinach sign in the cafeteria
wasn't enough, another disclaimer about the
removal of spinach hangs ominously over the
lettuce mix in the cafeteria and in the Stag.
"Not to worry," said Sodexho resident
dining manager Chris Bosze. "As soon as
the university heard of the contamination, all
products which might have come in contact
with the contaminated spinach were immediately removed."
Bosze says any products which may
have come in contact with the contaminated
spinach, such as the mescaline salad mix
were pulled along with the spinach when the
recalls came out.
"About nine out of ten students eat
some kind of salad at least once a day,"
Bosze said.
"Its no loss to us, because we have other
offerings, but the spinach producers, and obviously any spinach lovers are suffering the
most because of the situation," he said.
Despite the reassurances from the administration, not all students are secure that
food they are eating is safe.
Concerned freshman Katie Mainiero
questioned the safety of other food products.
"If the spinach was contaminated, there
is a good chance others could be at risk,"
said Mainiero.

Believe politics has nothing to
do with your life?

BY LESLEY ALMEIDA

■■»»**»'
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Skeptical about
government?
Discover the facts...
INTERN AT THE
CONNECTICUT STATE CAPITOL
Learn about state government and earn academic credit this spring
semester as a legislative intern at the State Capitol. Work with a
state senator or representative and develop first-hand knowledge of
the real world of politics.
Both part-time and full-time internships are available. A major in
political science and prior political experience are not required.
Academic credit is granted by most colleges and universities. In
addition, a travel stipend is awarded to cover the cost of travel to the
State Capitol. To learn more about this program and obtain an
application see your campus advisor.
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS:

NOVEMBER
Campus Advisor:

1,2006

Prof. Donald Greenberg
Political Science Dept.
Donnarumma Hall, Room 306
(203) 254-4000
http://www.caa.ct.Qov/isc
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Several programs acclimate AHANA students
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"I think the rise in ethnic diversity is
legrino said. The program was expanded a very tangible indication of our efforts
this year to include class visits and meet- to enhance diversity of all kinds on our
ings during a regular academic day.
campus," said Pellegrino. "I also think it
Horizons weekend saw a slight in- is important to create a campus community
crease from the previous year from 30 to that reflects the diversity of our country
in general."
48 students.
Project Excel and the Academic AdAshley Calame '09 was pleased to
vantage Program are other programs used hear about the rise in diversity.
to acquaint AHANA students
"It's refreshing to see so
with Fairfield.
many different faces on camAcademic Vice President
pus instead of the cookie cutter
Orin Grossman formed a diverpopulation we usually have,"
said Calame.
sity committee two years ago
to "examine issues of diversity
Other students agree that
around the campus," said Pelthe change is beneficial for
Fairfield.
legrino.
"As an outgrowth of that,
"I think it'll be more like
we now have a standing Diverthe real world and less like a
white middle class safe haven,"
sity Council."
Pat Kelly '09 said.
Johnson, who began his poGROSSMAN
"It's always seen as a good
sition on the Diversity Council
thing here for more diversity,
in September 2005, said, "I want
people to see students from different back- and it's a good opportunity for students
grounds interacting with each other."
to get more culture," said Amenda Legros
Johnson reacted to Fairfield's listing '08.
as one of the most homogeneous schools
In the future, Fairfield hopes to work
in the country by saying, "I believe that closely with community-based organizastudents who are going to college today tions in urban centers, said Johnson. Plans
are looking for environments which reflect include "enhancing what we have been
our society today."
doing and bringing more students into
Pellegrino agreed that students desire the funnel."
a campus that exhibits the cultural variety
of America.
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Pellegrino: fine exemptions based on honor system
"That's completely fair."
McCarthy, however, questioned the
variables."
university's decision to offer this only to
Pellegrino focused on the University's students in need.
"It should be an option to everyone,"
initiative behind sanctions, monetary and
non-monetary, rather than the disconnect she said.
Niko Valaris '08 was critical of the
of which Del Bove spoke. He based his
sentiment on the ability to learn from an loose interpretation of the law, questioning
the logic behind a substitute to monetary
experience.
"We [the dean's office] make a decision fines.
"I mean if the person had
if what's at issue is not going to be
money to get drunk, I think they'd
remedied by financial payment,"
he said. "There are circumstances
have the money to pay a fine,"
where the financial sanction is not
he said.
Valaris, however, sympaeducative."
thized with those who fall under
Pellegrino is supported by
the current Fairfield University
Pellegrino's "extreme circumstances" distinction and said he
2006-2007 Student Handbook,
understood the dean's position.
which contains language that
"If they really are poor, then
can be interpreted to include
offering them an alternative such
Pellegrino's "extreme financial
PELLEGRINO as community service is a good
circumstances."
"The sanctions imposed will
thing."
be determined based upon the severity of
However, Pellegrino claims that the
the infraction, the student's prior record current system offers "flexibility" to stuand any other relevant circumstances," the dents. It is still a system based on a student's
honesty, Pellegrino said.
handbook reads.
Even with the possibility of fraudulent
Greer McCarthy '09 agreed with Pellegrino that there should be an alternative claims though, the dean is confident in the
for those truly in need. But she felt that a work of his office as well as the "honor
substitution is appropriate as long as there system," as he called it.
is a corresponding amount of punishment,
"It's a place for students who absolutely
using community service as her example.
need it," Pellegrino said. "That is why it is
"I think they should have to do enough so important students do not abuse it."
community service to pay the fine," she said.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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Workout for the whole semester for only $99That's less than your Art History Book.

ASK ABOUT DAILY SANDWICH SPECIALS!
WRAPS - WRAPPED IN YOUR CHOICE OF TORTILLA - $6.95
Chicken Athena
grilled chicken, feta cheese, lettuce, tomato, balsamic vinaigrette
Grilled Chicken Caesar
grilled chicken, romaine, Parmesan cheese, low fat Caesar dressing
Thai Chicken
grilled chicken, jack cheese, lettuce, tomato, spicy Thai peanut sauce
Renia's Favorite Turkey Wrap
turkey, muenster cheese, lettuce, apple butter, bacon, and mayonnaise
The Beast
roast beef, swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, horseradish sauce

Heritage Square • 1700 Post Road • Fairfield • CT • 06824
Tel: 259-7373 • Fax: 259-8880 • Casual Catering Available
Fairfield University Students -10% Discount honored
and come in for your Free Lunch Punch Card!
PANINI - SERVED ON FOCACCIA BREAD AND GRILLED - $6.95
S^*->,.
Chicken Sedona
grilled chicken, jack cheese, tomato, pcsto sauce
Monte Cristo
turkey, ham, swiss cheese, tomato, russian
Balboa
roast beef, swiss cheese, garlic butter
Veggie Panino
mozzarella, roasted red peppers, tomato, artichoke hearts, pesto sauce
Tuna Panino
tuna salad, swiss cheese, tomato

Hours:
Weekdays
Saturday
Sunday

6:30 am to 5:00 pm
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Closed

SUPER SOUPS
SENSATIONAL SANDWICHES
WONDROUS WRAPS
PANINI AND MORE!

• Multiple 30,000 square foot state of-the-art facilities
• Unlimited FREE tanning in brand new stand-up booths
• 500 group exercise classes per week, including spinning
and Pilates, belly dancing and boot camp
• Private flat-screen televisions on all cardio equipment
• Connecticut's most comprehensive free-weight area

Amazing Clubs! • Amazing Service! • Amazing Price!
Valid for students 17-23 wtth schoot iO. Semester memtwrehips good through 1203/06. New members ottfy. Other AM******** ***>** Catt£K-S50S
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Cheers and Boos
CHEERS to the increased diversity on campus. Fairfield is
certainly making more of an effort to diversify the student body.
Programs such as the Student Diversity Grant and organizations
such as AHANA are designed not to single out minority students,
but as ways to promote awareness to different cultures and racial
backgrounds. Creating new forums to discuss diversity can only
bring new ideas and suggestions to the administration's attention.
As is the same with any far reaching and ambitious initiative,
there is still more work to be done. With time, some of these ideas
may translate into formidable plans that can be implemented to
create a more diverse and accepting atmosphere.
BOOS to the recent changes in Facebook that abandoned
all notions of exclusivity and opened the online social network's
doors to anyone who has a valid e-mail address. Initially,
Facebook was vastly popular with students because it was specifically and solely targeted to college students. MySpace and
other similar sites never required college e-mail addresses and
subsequently attracted a different clientele. Now that Facebook's
niche has been discarded, the site has lost its unique appeal and
forced many users to adopt a heightened concern about exactly
who this online network is connecting them to.

CHEERS to the men's basketball schedule, which was formally released last Friday. There are three games on the schedule
- those against UConn, Georgetown and Boston College - that
could end up as some of the most lopsided losses in school history. But in addition to preparing the Stags for MAAC play, the
games against the aforementioned Big East and ACC powerhouses will get fans excited about the team, and bring publicity
to the university. Our only complaint is that the game against
Georgetown, a potential national championship contender, is
on the day before Thanksgiving, thus making it almost impossible for students to attend. Hopefully some students will delay
Thanksgiving break by a few hours and cheer on the team, no
matter what the outcome of the game turns out to be.

BOOS to the nonexistence of a concrete, public plan to
remedy the University's housing shortage. The problem of
crowded and uncomfortable on-campus living arrangements has
become blatantly obvious, yet no solid solution seems to be in
the works. Because housing affects so much of the everyday life
of students, the lack of a plan constitutes borderline neglect of
students' lives outside of the classroom. How is Fairfield supposed to be a students "home away from home" if they forced to
co-habitate with more roommates than conventional standards
of comfort and utility would allow?

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and
personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
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Darfor rally in the Park an "inspirational" experience
and Ethan Rafal, a journalist who had been in a Sudanese
prison only a month before. Rafal, a twenty-something
On Sept. 17, along with seven other Fairfield students, student, did not look all that different from me. I was
I traveled to the East Meadow of New York City's Central pretty impressed with myself for making the short trip
Park to take part in the Save Darfur rally, sponsored by the into Central Park until I listened to his stories about nearly
Save Darfur coalition. We were in high spirits throughout losing his life in traveling to the depths of an unknown
the day (Honk if you want to end genocide!) — our mood continent to expose genocide.
contrasting with the graveness of the situation of the
Taking part in the rally was inspirational and fun. It
country we were rallying in support of.
was heartening to be surrounded by people from such varied backgrounds who
Darfur, a region
were all of like mind
in Sudan, has been
about this urgent issue.
embroiled in a deadI don't think I will ever
ly conflict for more
again be at an event
than three years. At
where country music
the hands of the government sponsored
stars Big and Rich
"Janjaweed," meaning
share the stage with
"devils on horseback"
Imam Talib AbdurRashid, of the Mosque
in Arabic, at least
of Islamic Brotherhood.
400,000 people have
All of the speakers exbeen killed. Additionpressed the urgency of
ally, more than two
the situation, and they
million innocent civilall congratulated us on
ians have been forced
our commitment to the
to flee their homes and
cause.
now live in displacedHowever, I did not
persons camps in Sudan or
leave
the event feeling
in refugee camps in neighvery
self-congratulatory.
boring Chad. More than 3.5
After the rally, I went to the
million men, women, and
Yankees game where the
children are completely rebiggest concern was when
liant on international aid.
the Yankees would clinch a
According to The
playoff birth. As I cheered
New York Times, 20,000
the Yankees, I thought of
to 30,000 people joined us
the people of Darfur, and
as we voiced our support
I wondered if my voice
for the beleaguered Sudawould make any difference
nese. Many of these people
for them.
donned light blue berets.
We have a lot more
An awkward fashion choice
work to do. Visit savedarin most instances, these
Lauren Zaremba/ Contributed Photos
fur.org to learn about this
hats signified the need Save Darfur: From top, Activist at the rally in Central
dire situation. Call your
for the United Nations to Park; Fairfield Students Sarah Aleco^ay, Kevin Donaelected officials. Don't redeploy its peace keeping hue, and Sabrina Rival.
main silent about the most
"blue helmets" to restore
horrific atrocities of the 21st century. Let us remember
order to the devastated region.
The rally alternated between musical performances the promise humankind made to banish genocide from
and speakers. Some of the speakers included former Sec- the planet in the wake of the Holocaust: Never Again.
retary of State Madeline Albright, actress Mira Sorvino, Never Again.
BY KEVIN DONAHUE
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September
Stag pride
strong
BY HUTCH WILLIAMS

This month I would like to take the opportunity to thank all of you for showing
your Stag pride.
Throughout this past
month, the entire
student body has been
getting involved with
the campus community, and all I can say
is, you're the best!
I am struck by the
conversations with
many clubs and organizations and how their
memberships have grown tremendously.
Also, the events and the activities on
campus have had incredible attendance. I
would like to say thank you to everyone
who has come out to our events.
The Broadway shows and the Yankees tickets were all sold out within an
hour. There were more than 500 Stags
in attendance at the men's soccer game
and bonfire. Plus, more than 400 students
attended the performance by hypnotist
Jim Wand. Tomorrow is the Presidential
Ball, for which 1,000 tickets have already
been sold.
My fellow Stags, your support is appreciated!
To bring this to a close, I once again
say thank you to everyone on and off campus for making this month a huge success
and for setting the pace for a great year. It
is because of all of you that I am proud to
be a Stag every single day.
WILLIAMS

COMMENTARY

Getting off higher ed!s naughty lists Class of 2010
BY MARI HEENAN

Ron Burgundy was wrong. Diversity
is not an old, old wooden ship that was
used during the Civil War era; it's actually
an issue plaguing Catholic colleges and
universities across the nation, including
Fairfield.
As The Mirror reports in this issue,
this year's freshman class represents some
of the highest percentages of minority
students admitted into Fairfield in recent
memory. But is that enough?
While racial background is certainly
not the only type of diversity, it is a decidedly important one.
The Princeton Review ranked Fairfield
as ninth highest on the Homogeneous Student Population list, and 19th highest on the
Little Race/Class Interaction list this year,
reporting that students from different racial
and economic backgrounds do not interact
frequently and/or easily.
Since Fairfield doesn't rank in the top
five in either category, there are clearly
other universities that are grappling with
these same obstacles.
A recent article in The Observer, the
student newspaper of University of Notre
Dame and St. Mary's College, reported
issues dealing with many of the same
problems in attracting diverse students that
Fairfield is having.
The Observer quoted a senior student
who said the perception of Notre Dame as
a white Catholic university could prevent
minority students from even considering
it as a choice.
Notre Dame reports more than 24
percent of its student population to be
from ethnically underrepresented groups.
Fairfield's is only 18 percent. So, if Notre
Dame can be perceived as a too-white-to-

bother-applying-to-school, where does that
leave us?
Both the common application and the
Fairfield University supplement application
ask applicants their "Ethnic Group Affiliation," but both applications also clarify that
providing that information is optional.
Many universities look at an applicant's racial background as part of a holistic
approach, but admissions counselors here
at Fairfield say that an applicant's ethnic
background is in no way taken into account
in their admitting process.
But since having a diverse campus is
unquestionably an advantageous circumstance, should racial background become
more important?
Here is where the issue becomes even
more complicated.
In the 1978 Regents of the University
of California v. Bakke Supreme Court case,
quota-based systems for admitting students
of particular racial backgrounds were
deemed unconstitutional, but affirmative
action systems were still held to be lawful.
The Supreme Court ruled that by placing
too much importance on admitting racially
diverse students, more qualified students
who do not come from ethnically underrepresented groups could be unfairly denied
admittance.
There is no clear solution for this
problem, or at least I can't seem to figure
out what it might be. That does not mean,
however, that no action should be taken.
The increase in AHANA students this
year is a great step forward, but Fairfield's
place on the Little Race/Class Interaction
list is still a frightening distinction. Fortunately, it is also the one aspect of this
whole issue on which we, as students and
the University community, can have the
greatest positive effect.

DAN AKESON

The SAT. The SAT II. The ACT. The
LSAT. The GRE. The MCAT.
Sound familiar?
As I prepare to take the Law School
Admission Test (LSAT) this Saturday, I
can't help but feel a deja vu from my junior
and senior years of high school.
The same nerves, questions, concerns
and overall mess that was my life prior
to the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), I
once again feel for the LSAT. This sense
of melancholy has given me time to evaluate my education to this point and come to
this harsh realization: it has been nothing
but a hypocrisy.
True, that is a bold statement that has
perhaps come from months of intensive
work for a single test, but it is still a valid
observation.
As a student, my life has been dominated by tests. Always in constant competition with my peers and classified by a mere
number. How do you stack up? (Did you
break the elusive 1400 on yourSAT?)+ "

dramatizing
the college
experience
BY STEFANIE ROBLES

The one thing that everyone thinks
about when they first hear about college is
parties, and through parties, alcohol. The
parents wonder how strict the school's policies and security are, and the prospective
students wonder how easy it is to acquire
the much sought after alcohol.
As a college with no frats or sororities
on or near campus, you would think that it
would be pretty hard to get alcohol. At least
that's what I thought.
It's surprising how many freshmen get
drunk every night, including weekdays.
Living in Regis, you hear everything that
goes on in the quad, especially since most of
the drunk people are residents of Regis.
The class of 2010 is called a special
class because it broke the record for being the most diverse class in the history of
Fairfield University. It has also broken the
record for trips to the hospital due to overlyintoxicated students.
You would think that there are parties
along with the drinking, but in fact, is is
usually just people taking a few shots in a
room, and then walking around the quad, or
the rest of the dorm, until campus security
happens to be patrolling in that area, and
takes them to the health center.
Some people look like they're having
fun, and some look like they're rethinking
standing around doing nothing. I think some
people really do have fun, but most are just
trying to get "the college experience."
Drinking is fun, especially when you're
However, my teachers always considerable debt. You start off by paying
preached well roundedness, learnedness, a service to allow you to take the test and out with your friends, but here it's different.
and the ability to do your best, even if you apply to law school, the Law School Data It's more of a thing to do to waste time.
don't succeed. You all remember those Assembly Service and Law School Admis- Some people liven up the night by going
berserk, tripping and unable to sit in a chair.
lectures; but today, as a college student, it sions Council (LSDAS and LSAC).
If they remember the night, chances are
After
that,
they
so
humbly
allow
you
is laughable. If you don't make the grade,
they
had fun.
to pay for the LSAT itself. So to this point,
you don't succeed.
I can't say I think less of drinking. It's
Even the college motto of "serving I am hundreds of dollars in debt and no
still great if you have the right people, music
your community," "broadening your ho- closer to law school.
Then there are the inevitable study and opportunities. I just think a little less
rizons," and "making the most of your
education," is a fallacy. When three years costs. They're optional, but you won't see of the people that I see stumbling around,
of your four-year career are dedicated to a kid without at least a study guide. So if waking up everyone that has their windows
mandatory courses, how much exploring you take a course, there's a few hundred open, facing the quad at 3 a.m. on a Tuesday
night, yelling just for the hell of it, or thinkcan you do? Similar to high school, you more dollars down the drain.
This process can continue through hir- ing they are cute because everyone can hear
are placed in a never-ending battle against
your classmates to achieve the highest ing college counselors, taking the test mul- their conversations with an equally drunk
student ranking. Too bad, because I would tiple times, etc., still, none of it guarantees person. How could the R.A.s or security
have loved to have taken a language course you admission into a law school. So what not hear you?
I am not anti-drinking. I don't care
are you paying for? A better chance?
in Chinese.
Is there no greater business scheme who drinks and who doesn't. People could
As an eternal cynic, skeptic and realdrink every night, and I don't particularly
ist, even I took a while to realize the true than education?
Despite all of this, in the end the stu- care, because I am not the one getting up
meaning of education and it is the root of
dent still loses, as there are no feasible outs for the 8 a.m. class the next morning still
all evil: money.
As much as educational institutions or alternatives to the college or post-college drunk or hungover.
The thing that scares me, are the people
hate to admit it, they are a business and process (believe me, I've tried). We must
they are in it to make money. Never before rest our laurels on our hopes and dreams who hurt themselves and the Ones who get
have I seen it so clearly until this fiasco that the monotonous, tedious, daunting and sent to the hospital for serious treatment.
seemingly hypocritical world that is our Those cases make me more "responsible,"
with the LSAT.
Consider this, before you even take the education pays off in the very thing that but they don't stop anyone from drinking
MestrletKatone g£^tp;l#w,sch<jK^,#c;uare'1ijv ,'oppres^es„ijSfcthftmaj©rpaydjecb«v «*Ffe ,^3iift.^SK>nie*Bws^^.kipdMqf,sad^ / t^f,
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No cell phones in P.E.: Frontman Travis McCoy enjoys a moment with fans during their Friday night show at the Webster Theater in Hartford.
I had been waiting two years to see Gym Class
Heroes and on Friday, Sept. 15, my friend Austin
and I made the drive up to the Webster Theater
in Hartford to do just that. It wasn't just any Friday night
though; it was my 21st birthday.
After dropping a vagabond freshman off at Trinity
to see his girlfriend, Austin and I drove around the block
to the Webster. We got a prime parking spot just in front
of the theater, and with our names on the guest list, I was
looking forward to walking right in, avoiding the night
rain almost entirely.
Well, such was not the case because at the Webster
Theater, if you're on the guest list, you'll wait out in
the rain with everyone else. After receiving a thorough
soaking, we made it inside the charming former porno
theater.
It was not long until we encountered a drunken suburban kid trying his best to rhyme and after that, fellow
Fairfield staggers.
We actually ran into Mike Falzone '06 who had played
the Webster just the past week. It was an interesting crowd
to say the least, and one that most people might not expect
to see at a hip-hop show (as evidenced by the presence of
Fairfield students, ourselves included).
Gym Class Heroes (GCH) is an explosive hip-hop act
from Geneva, N. Y. Having been together nearly ten years
now, GCH is just starting to see success.

The band brings hip-hop back to its roots with live
instrumentation and stunning MC work. What is truly
unique about GHC is that they are part of the indie/punk
rock scene. This is largely in part due to their record label
Decaydance/Fueled By Ramen, famous for bands such as
Fall Out Boy, The Academy Is, and Panic! At The Disco.
The members of the band are also big fans of their
label mates' music and it shows on their most recent release, "As Cruel As School Children," with guest spots
from Academy Is singer William Beckett and Fall Out
Boy singer Patrick Stump.
Their success though, is a result of danceable grooves,
great rhymes, and the enigmatic energy of front man
Travis "Schleprok" McCoy. Austin had already seen the
Heroes several times but it was my first and I was about
to be blown away.
Gym Class Heroes entered the stage to their very own
theme music, as if a spectacle was about to begin. They
kicked it off with the high energy "The Queen and I", which
also serves as the first track on their new disc. The song
has been receiving airplay on New York radio stations all
summer and is surely one of the reasons that KISS 95.7
sponsored the concert.
Travis introduced each song with a bit of its story
and asked the crowd if it could possibly relate. The most
memorable moment of the night was when Travis began
to speak about an addiction he has been battling as he in-

Photo by Evan Barden/The Mirror

troduced the song "New Friend Request" saying, "I know
many of you share in this problem of mine: I'm horribly
addicted to MySpace."
Down-to-earth and light-hearted issues are one of
the things that makes GHC so appealing to the average
person. The crowd bounced and swayed the whole night
with the band, who may have been having even more fun
than their audience.
Upon the end of their set, the crowd screamed for an
encore and of course, the Heroes had to abide. Before
starting the encore though, Travis threatened that they
would only play their next song if everyone agreed to
sing along.
The surprise was that the song they played was the
Red Hot Chili Pepper's classic "Under The Bridge." They
played an amazing version of the song and highlighted the
band's diverse range of musical influence. Finally, they
closed the night with one of their oldest songs, "Boomerang Theory."
Overall the night was a blast. We passed up a chance
to hang out with the opening band Cobra Starship (famous
for their minor hit "Bring It" from Snakes On A Plane)
and headed home early where, unbeknownst to me, there
was a birthday party waiting. My friends surprised me
with a great party and Gym Class Heroes surprised me
with one of the best shows of my life. A warm welcome
to my 21st year.

Mars Volta's latest album a cosmic journey of art and sound
BY NICK SHIFRIN

The Mars Volta is something new. When Cedric BixlerZavala and Omar Rodriguez-Lopez separated from their first
groundbreaking musical expedition, At The Drive In, it was
all up-in-the-air as to where they might go from there.
The Volta burst forward with an amazing short-play
album called "Tremulant EP" and followed it up with the
masterpiece concept album, "De-Loused In The Comatorium,"
which featured Flea of The Red Hot Chili Peppers on bass
guitar. The much anticipated new release, "Amputechture,"
arrived and delivered without fail. Much like Jimmy Page from
Led Zeppelin, Rodriguez-Lopez exercises much control over
the mastering and producing of The Volta's albums.
With "Amputechture" Rodriquez-Lopez opted not to do
all of the guitar work himself (his primary instrument in the
band), but Tather-tetbrilrig ©n John Frusciatite of The RetfWftt

Chili Peppers.
The Mars Volta is one band that is very hard to define.
They don't necessarily fit any single genre, but are more of a
post-modern mix of progressive-rock reminiscent of Yes and
Led Zeppelin, combined with Latin music, experimental/cinematic soundscapes and just straight-up rock 'n roll. The Mars
Volta has composed a completely new and original creation
that is clearly not directly influenced by any other artist.
At first, the album seems a bit like they may have sold out.
"Amputechture" is like a David Lynch film (Mulholland Dr.).
This album's concept is a compilation of different characters,
stories, and environments that all somehow tie together, in the
most miniscule but most integral ways.
"Amputechture" is an acquired taste. Listening to it
multiple times only makes it that much better. As you find
yourself listening to the layers upon layers of sound, the very
<4ptrt«:6»an\fsubtIfrsMn<ii4playe<^

The Mars Volta
Amputechture
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How to milk a horse, run from a bull and other useful tips

The running of the bulls: The "Jackass" team returns with their next installment of self-mutilating fun.
BY JOHN MCNAMARA

I have the regrettable duty to inform
you all that "Jackass: Number Two" is not
going to be the intellectual thriller that we
were all hoping for.
No new ground is broken, no ancient
mystery is rediscovered and, then solved,
and there is certainly no overall message to
be taken in.
But who cares? It's funny.
The second installment of the "Jackass" films doesn't need to have its premise
explained.
Any fan who watched the original television series or the first movie knows what
"Number Two" is all about: it's an hour and
a half of a bunch of guys doing stuff that
would make anyone else question the direction their life was heading.

"Jackass: Number Two" is a genre unto
itself, as well as a film that proves that you
don't need some fancy Hollywood "script"
or "plot." Instead, you just need a budget of
five million dollars, some hardcore dedication, and a room full of guys going, "Hey,
what if we...?"
All of the stunts that take place either
make you laugh, or just stare, stare, stare
with a look of horror at that big oP silver
screen.
I can't really tell you about any of the
details, otherwise I'd probably ruin a good
deal of the movie. So no, I can't tell you
about "Medicine Ball Dodgeball." I can't
tell you what happens during "The Switcharoo." I most certainly can't say
anything about the.
film's penultimate

Contributed Press Photo

scene, "Terror Taxi," and I definitely can't
tell you how Johnny Knoxville almost dies.
Sorry, but that would probably be wrong.
I can however, tell you about one of
the scenes entitled "How to Milk a Horse."
It was apparently too much for the Motion
Picture Association of America and had to
be censored by the MPAA. People, this is an
R-rated movie. Go ahead and ask yourself
how far you have to go to be forcibly edited
in that kind of format.
Regardless of the lengths the cast goes
to in the name of entertainment, the show
does become repetitive after time. "Number
Two" definitely has its memorable moments,
but it does have a number of scenes that
seem either dull
or weird.
For example,
the film's climac-

tic finale is anything but climactic. The
audience is instead presented with a "Hollywood" ending that breaks with the style
that made the franchise popular to begin
with. By the end, even Bam is lamenting,
and I quote, "I hope there's not a "Jackass
3." It's just not funny anymore."
Bam could be right. Near the end of the
movie, it seems like the guys were beginning to run a little low on ideas. "Jackass:
Number Two" has certainly pulled in enough
cash to warrant a third installment, but a
second sequel may not be practical for creative reasons.
Regardless, "Jackass: Number Two" is
that sort of movie that you know you have to
go see, but depending on your expectations
you may or may not become disappointed
with what the film really has to offer.

John Mayer:
Continuing to find himself
BY LILY NORTON

The newly released "Continuum" is John
Mayer's third studio disc. Anyone on campus can
recognize a John Mayer song when it is played
on the radio, especially since many students are
aware that Mayer grew up in Fairfield. Mayer's
virtuoso guitar playing, breathy voice, and sensual, poetic lyrics have made him a legend in the
pop singer/songwriter world.
However, if you had been keeping track on
him (like I so diligently do with my spare time!),
you would know that John Mayer has recently
turned over a new leaf in terms of style. In 2005,
Mayer announced that he was "closing up his
shop on acoustic sensitivity." At this time, Mayer
began to collaborate with some greats, including
Eric Clapton and Buddy Guy. In November 2005,
the John Mayer Trio Album, "Try!," was released,
which showed a more soulful side of Mayer.
It seems that after many artists reach a level
of success, which Mayer did with hits like "No
Such Thing" and "Your Body is A Wonderland,"
they experiment with different genres of music.
Of course, Mayer's change from baby pop to
sophisticated blues may cost him a few teenybopper fans.
However, he definitely proves with this
switch that he is not only an amazing singer, but
that he has innovative style and a true grasp of
how prestigious music is made.
"Continuum" has Mayer's precious chart-topper style along with a newer, more eclectic, spirit.
John Mayer's new single, "Waiting on the World

to Change," shows characteristics of his old style
mixed with the new. However, other tracks, such
as "Vultures" and "Gravity" which also appeared
on "Try!," delineate his newer, more twangy
groove. This style could sometimes be seen under
the surface of his previous albums, such as in the
track "Why Georgia" in his first album.
Not only has John Mayer's styling preference
changed, these lyrics have grown more mature
and they also provide more universal messages.
In "Waiting on the World to Change," he speaks
about current issues. He sings, "Now if we had the
power to bring our neighbors home from war, they
would have never missed a Christmas, no more
ribbons on their door." Also in his song "Belief,"
he expresses his emotions by saying "We're never
gonna win the world. We're never gonna stop the
war. We're never gonna beat this if belief is what
we're fighting for."
If you are a John Mayer fan and haven't heard
his newer, jazzier tracks, I recommend that you
give it a listen. Many people our age aren't even
sure if they like blues and even less listen to it on
a regular basis. Although you can hear a distinct
difference in Mayer's style on "Continuum," you
can still recognize that it is still John, underneath
that twangy minute and a half guitar solo.
"Continuum" is about Mayer's attempt finding himself through music, and being a witness
to this innovator's journey is truly incredible.
"Continuum" is in stores now, so I ask all you
Mayer skeptics to pick up a copy and give it a
good listen. Plus, it's our duty to pay respects to
an ex-resident of Fairfield.

Conributed Photo

Look at those locks: Once bigger than his body, now really into jazz.

John Mayer
CONTlNUlM

Continuum
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'The Guardian:' A watered down, lame 'Top Gun'
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

It doesn't really matter who wins
because not only are they the same
character, but both their performances
evoke empathy in the audience. Costner does his usual tough-guy-with-asoft-inside act, which launched his
career. Meanwhile, Kutcher grows up
from his loveable frat boy image to
show that he is ready to take on more
challenging roles.
The majority of the film is spent
watching Fischer and his classmates
go through the equivalent of a "Fear
Factor" episode training, which serves
just to shock and awe the audience at
the amount of pain these people endure just to be able to die for someone
else. There is also the minor romance
that occurs between Fischer and a local teacher which is supposed to be
"just casual," because he is traveling
military and she is a townie. Fischer
just can't let her go and of course it
becomes more than casual.
The film really is about a touch-

ing relationship between two isolated men who find a connection in
their barren existence. The problem
is that the film is not successful in its
attempt to convey their relationship.
"The Guardian," spends so much
time establishing who the characters
are individually that it gives very
little time to their relationship. When
the relationship between Fischer
and Randall comes into jeopardy,
you'll find yourself having one of
those moments where you know you
are supposed to be sad and touched
but really you are checking your
watch.
Another question the film posses is, "how do you decide who
lives or who dies?" This is really
a question of is there a God, and
if so, do you think fate determines
who lives and who dies? This is
a huge question for a mainstream
box office boom, which is why they
just avoid it all together and default
• • to the conventional thinking
• of sacrificing yourself before
• others.
So you can sit tight and
• not worry; there is no thinking
• involved in "The Guardian."

Imagine a rebel wearing aviator
sunglasses who is fighting his past
in one of the best military training
institutions in America, what comes
to mind? If you said "Top Gun," you
would be wrong.
Plug in the following, Ashton
Kutcher, the US Coast Guard, and lots
I of water and you have "The Guardian," the newest film to promote military training as the cool thing to do.
The journey begins with Ben
Randall's (Kevin Costner) troubled
ife. The loss of his wife and his
I partner pushes him to take a teaching job at the elite rescue swimmer
school. "The Guardian," even pokes
fun at what a stock character Randall
is by including a line that his life is a
[country song.
Then enters Jake Fischer, (Ashton
I Kutcher) who is the younger version
of Randall. In an attempt to escape
his troubled past he joins • • •
the program. The pitting •
OPENS THIS WEEKEND
of Randall vs. Fisher con- •
tinues, and neither can save •
themselves. They save oth- •
I ers in an attempt to validate •
I their existences.
• ^^ ^^ ^fi ^* ^*
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Teacher and student: Costner instructs young
Kutcher how to act in a blockbuster film.

Third Mars Volta album
'
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Welcome back to the 70's: the Mars Volta shines while the many other
rock bands today are being scolded for copycatting.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
juez-Lopez's artistic vision through which each
|instrument truly comes to life.
It opens with a slow-paced track called
("Vicarious Atonement" that sets the mood and
■builds anticipation for the rest of the tracks. This
seemingly long exposition of almost seven and a
lalf minutes may seem a bit tiresome, but it pays
jff. The overall mood and mise en scene of the
ilbum is a dark and expansive atmosphere of
|aggressive guitars and wild sound effects equally
jalanced with eerie, but sometimes mellow and
enchanting sound effects.
As "Amputechture" moves into some of
|the more straight-up rock'n'rolling, Frusciante's
/ork becomes apparent but blends wonderfully
|with Rodriguez-Lopez's ever-unfolding intricate
and obscenely amazing guitar lines. Bixler-Zavaf a's vocal range seems to be un-ending throughout
ilmost the entire album. The finalized work of
the vocal effects used in post-production are of
pe highest and purest quality.
The vocal imagery and presence brings an
Entirely new dimension of reality to the stories
ind visuals that the lyrics provoke. With phrases
buch as "humans as ornaments" and other margin-

Contributed Photo

ally disturbing images, the words draw you in to
listen closer and anticipate what will come.
The bandmates, it seems, must have spent a
lot of time making sure that every single detail of
the composition was exactly how they intended
it to be; creating one large tapestry; a million
pieces of sound combined with a cosmic synergy
of sound achieving a new vision.
"Amputechture" is something real, large,
and amazing to experience (an all inclusive review of this album could go on for pages).
"Amputechture" is a masterpiece, a work
of art that really stands out and needs no false
securities. Take a listen and learn for yourself,
but don't just listen to the first thirty seconds and
say "forget it."
Give The Mars Volta a chance, they will
show you that real art and dedication can transport your mind. "Amputechture" will take you
on a cosmic journey into the trippy and uplifting,
yet dimly illuminated world of The Mars Volta's
artistic vision; if you let it.
The Mars Volta is on tour this fall with the
Red Hot Chili Peppers for the "Stadium Arcadium" Tour. I'm going, and you should all try to
buy tickets from scalpers.
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Has
Survivor
Gone
Too Far?
Contributed Photo

There's no "I" in team: But there is an "i" in racist.
BY CHRISTEN MECABE

Thirty-nine days. Twenty people. One Survivor. The
premiere of the thirteenth installment of the series seemed
to start like any other. The contestants were rushing around
a boat gathering as much supplies as they could before being
thrown off in search of their campsite with their team. Then,
host Jeff Probst shocked viewers across America, announcing
that the four teams were to be split by race.
Each of the four teams has five strangers with one
common factor: their ethnicity. The teams are split into the
Hiki tribe which is all African Americans; the Puka tribe, all
Asian-Americans; the Raro tribe, which is Caucasians; and
the Aitu tribe which consists of all Latinos.
Early reviews show that most Americans were shocked
by this social experiment. Was this allowed? Did Survivor:
Cook Islands go too far? At first the idea seems completely
offensive and inappropriate, until one hears the thoughts of

the contestants themselves who were just as shocked as the
audience.
Upon first hearing the news, the contestants did not know
how to react. But the more each of them thought about it, the
more they saw the split in an optimistic light.
Cecilia from the Latino tribe said that this was a "unique
opportunity to show the community in a positive way." Stephanie from the African-American tribe had similar sentiments
and said that this gave them all a chance to "represent" their
ethnic group. Yul from the Asian-American tribe was stunned
at first but was happy to see more minorities represented in
"Survivor." This group of survivors gives America a chance
to learn more about other cultures like when a member of the
Asian-American team uses Eastern medicine to cure a fellow
member's headache.
On the other hand, some thought dividing the group
this way would be a disadvantage. Ozzy from the Latino
tribe thought that people of the same ethnicity would clash

more.
Jonathan from the Caucasian tribe said, "Just because
this group has cultural similarities will not make them more
specifically cohesive."
As the show went on, the audience got the chance to see
that there were divisions within each tribe and that ethnicity
is not a common uniting factor. Cao Boi, a Vietnam refugee
from the Raro tribe, said that he feels like an outcast within
his own community. Billy, who is part of the Aitu group,
said that he identifies more with rock metal than with Latino
culture. The Puka tribe made alliances within gender, pitting
the women against the men. Other contestants saw that people
split off with people in their own age group.
By the end of the show, the audience sees that this season
is not much different from any other season of "Survivor."
Sundra from Puka said it best. "I could care less about divisions about ethnicity. When it comes to surviving, it's a
human effort."
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Who needs a townhouse anyway?
Juniors share views on living at Falrfield Beach
"Living at the beach has been good so far, but I miss my friends on campus. It was
definitely the right choice between having to live in Kostka/Claver or Dolan, but I feel a
While many students consider the living at beach to be senior privilege, more and little isolated out here," said Steve Liakas '08.
more juniors are staking their claim.
However, most juniors living at the beach don't feel like they are missing out on too
According to Director of Housing Operations, Gary Stephenson, this is because of a much on campus.
combination of factors.
"There are parties at
"Fairfield has class housthe beach, so I see all the
ing. An open bed in a townpeople I want to see because
house or apartment is not a
they all come down here,"
bed that can be filled with a
said Mariana Rosario '08.
first or second year student.
Another beach dweller,
Every year retention projecBobby Edmundowitz '08,
tions and numbers are formudescribed the townhouses
and the beach as "two sepalated for the next year. The
rate worlds."
retention numbers, plus the
"I feel that all the jubed inventory are one of the
niors at the beach are a
factors that determine how
tight knit group. We can
many juniors will be released
still visit our friends at the
off campus," he said.
townhouses, but all of us at
For many beach dwellthe beach definitely band
ers of the junior class, living
together," said Edmunoff campus was a conscious
decision.
dowitz.
Seniors living at the
"We wanted to get a
beach seem to have a welhouse at the beach because
coming attitude toward their
we could live with all of our
new junior neighbors.
friends, instead of just some of
"The more the merthem in a cramped townhouse School work and Seagulls: Mariana Rosario '08, Sarah Texeira '08 and Alyssa Ballard '08 get work done while enjoyrier.
The way I see it, the
with public safety knocking ing the beach view from their porch.
more students that live off
on our door constantly," said
beach resident Sarah Teixeira '08. "The beach is a much nicer environment. I wake up to campus the better," said Scott Leuffer '07.
"I've always thought that juniors and seniors should have the opportunity to live at
hearing the ocean everyday."
"What is better than living on the water?" said Alyssa Ballard, '08. "I didn't want the beach. I think it makes the relationship between juniors and seniors a lot better," said
to have to deal with public safety anymore. You are a lot more independent living at the Adam Peterson '07. "I lived at the beach last year too and was friends with a lot of seniors,
which made my junior year great."
beach."
Juniors living on campus seem to be in favor of the idea as well.
Other juniors scrambled to find a beach house after they weren't offered a town"Its better that more juniors live at the beach this year because there are more places
house.
"We didn't get a townhouse and the school told us we were going to have to live in for us to go now," said Dan Raymond '08.
- "I think that if the administration cannot be thoughtful enough to make adequate and
Kostka/Claver or Dolan. We didn't want to live there again, so we found a beach house as
privileged housing for those who deserve it after living in dorms for two years ,then they
soon as possible," said Greg Donahue, '08.
Some of those who moved to the beach as a last resort have mixed feelings about should, by all, means be able to move off campus and not spend their money on over priced
room and board from the University," said Ryan Lee, '08.
their experience so far.
BY KRISTINE MACKENZIE

It's called a beer belly
for a reason
170 IN 17
BILL MCBAIN

Bill McBain is on a 17-week quest to get down to 170
pounds from a high of 206. He is currently at 192, and you
can follow his progress on 170inl7.com.
Many Fairfield students hit the gym religiously a few
times a week in order to lose Weight and feel better. They might
get better results if they decided not to hit the bottle.
After talking to several students, it seems that few consider the health and weight implications before heading out
to drink.
"I never take the nutritional information of what I am
drinking into account. It is the furthest thing from my mind
when I am out with friends," said Steve Nolan '07.
Director of Wellness and Prevention, Jeanne DiMuzio,
said that there is little nutritional value in alcohol.
There are trace amounts of vitamin B in some ales

but it isn't even close to Wonder Bread, for example," said
DiMuzio.
In addition to weight gain there are many side effects of
drinking that few students take into account.
"Drinking can cause gynecomastia (man boobs); dehydration, vitamin deficiencies and even heart and liver disease. If
the abdomen gets too large it can raise the temperature of the
genital areas to the point where it effects sperm production,"
said DiMuzio.
Nicole Krupa '07 said her friends are watchful of the
calories they are consuming when drinking. They are not,
however, always well-informed of what does and does not
have high amounts of calories.
Generally one 12 oz. light beer, one shot of 80-proof
alcohol, and one 4 oz. glass of wine all have around 100
calories.
More than half of Fairfield students drink at least once
per week according to data given by DiMuzio. The data also
shows that more than a third of Fairfield students drink more
than 5 drinks in a night when they drink.
If you were to drink three cans of Pabst Blue Ribbons
(the cheapest keg available in Fairfield) three times a week
,you would gain an extra pound every two weeks or so. The
sajnejvouldjte ttiie if you hadjusUMtf J?ahJiia.r»Hf^UdiVj3fiU

week. Over the course of a year you could gain more than 25
pounds.
"Responsible drinking can absolutely be incorporated into
college lifestyles," said DiMuzio. "A standard of one drink
every other day for women and two for men is considered the
standard for maintaining health. Anything in moderation is
good: food, alcohol and exercise make for a balanced life."
Beer (12 oz)

Calories

Pabst Blue Ribbon
Keystone
Bud Light
Miller Lite
Natural light
Sam Adams
Blue Moon
0'DouPs (non-alcoholic)

143
104
110

96
95
160
171
70

Mixed Drink

Calories

Bacardi 151 rum shot
Absolut Vodka
Jager-bomb
Cosmopolitan
Gin and Tonic
Kahlua Mudslide
Hurricane
frozen margarlta

90
219
200
170
440
593
680

182

Lorraine Lampe/ Photo Illustration

Bottom Up: Students may be unaware how much booze
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Fairfield: a fashion faux-pas?
A foreign perspective on style

HIGHER
GROUND
LAURA-MARIE

BY PALINA PAVARHA

Here I am, my first time in the U.S.; the
birth place of Ralph Lauren, Sue Wong and
Tommy Hilfiger; the sacred grounds of New
York Fashion Week, motherland of jeans,
T-shirts and urban style.
No wonder the dominating question in
the letters from my friends in Belarus and
Russia is, "so what do they wear there, over
the Atlantic Ocean?"
It is hard to answer this question simply,
so I did a comparison between what students
wear for classes in my country and here.
Firstly, in Belarus, girls spend at least
half an hour getting dressed for classes.
My roommate here at Fairfield told me she
needed five minutes to get ready. When I
told her about the difference, she asked:
"What for? I'm going to classes, not to a
party."
Students in my country have another
opinion; being smartly dressed up for classes
is something that can't even be doubted.
Five minutes for most of friends in
Belarus would only count for the time spent
before the mirror telling themselves how
beautiful they look today.
Call it weird, call it stupid, but that's
how it is.
Secondly, believe it or not, an average
Belarusian girl spends a least one quarter
of the day in high-heels. Yes, exactly seven
hours each day - this is how long classes last
in my country. Seven hours of running up
and down stairs balancing on heels.
The majority of Americans will find
it strange and unreasonable, but I never
thought about that until my first days of
classes in America.
I am a flip-flop fan right now, but when
I tried to get friends in Belarus to join my
fan club they told me that once I return to
Belarus they will have me back in the heels
in no time.
And lastly, an indispensable part of
every girl's clothes here in America - a
sweatshirt. Now that word wasn't even in
my vocabulary. I would not ever have
imagined that almost 70 percent of girls here
wear a sweatshirt with jeans or sweatpants
and flip-flops. That last part was a real

MARCIANO

Lorraine Lampe/ The Mirror
Comfort is key: Unlike students in
Belarus, girls at Fairfield like to throw on
sweats for classes.

shock for my friends - is it a university or
a fitness club?
And you tell us that Connecticut is the
richest state in the U.S.? Yeah, right.
Wearing a sweatshirt for classes in
my country would be like going to an
interview in a Halloween costume. Your
peers wouldn't understand it, the teachers
wouldn't understand it, you would be considered a weird person.
The typical clothes to wear for classes
in Belarus are blouses, shirts, jeans, skirts
and heels, all of the time, no compromising.
"I want to look good all of the time, no
matter where I am and what I am doing,"
one of my friends likes to say.
A lot of things can be said about the
differences in culture between our two
countries and the differences in mentality
and attitude towards life.
We may consider each other to be
weird, strange or funny, but we can also
take some time to stop and think about each
others points of view and hopefully get to
know each other better that way.

Working to pay
off debts

While navigating Stagweb the other
day, I noticed an announcement regarding
a scholarship opportunity for the Class
of 2008.
I also noticed how much debt I am
going to be in after graduating from
Fairfield.
I feel it is important to point out why
many of us choose to work a few hours
a week in various offices on campus,
when we could be using this time to
complete overdue assignments or catch
up on sleep.
As a high school senior, I was more
disorganized than I am now. Naturally, the
whole college process for me was characterized by applications spewed across
my bedroom floor, lost among a bevy of
clothes and books.
I applied late to Fairfield even though
it was one of my top three choices, after
Brown University (I'm not bitter) and
NYU. My application was received late
and I became ineligible for any academic
grants.
Although it would be hard financially
for me to attend Fairfield, my parents supported my decision and I accepted the fact
that I would be paying off loans for the
rest of my life.
Long story short, I have a job on
campus.
My freshmen year, I was granted a
work-study job in the math department.
As many of you don't know, I suffer math

anxiety, so I rarely showed up.
This of course, was a mistake, but in
reality, I was just too busy adjusting to
college life and my tough schedule to have
to worry about making money.
Needless to say, the next year my
work-study was taken away. I suppose
the Financial Aid office discovered that
my parents were hiding millions of dollars
under their mattress.
With less money being given to me,
I had to go out and find my own job, and
soon began working at both the RecPlex
and Jazzman's Caf6.
To this day, I continue to work at
Jazzman's whenever I have a spare moment (sorry guys, I haven't been in awhile,
I'm SO busy!).
Working on campus has taught me the
importance of time management and the
value of financial responsibility.
Looking back, I realize I should have
been more organized when applying to
schools, and more sensitive to my family's
financial situation.
It is certainly a struggle for myself,
as well as many other students, to attend
this school, but this does not stop us from
continuing to be leaders on campus while
working hard to make a little extra cash
on the side.
I can only hope that in the future
Fairfield will grant more money to students in need of financial assistance,
building a socio-economically diverse
community.

ADVERTISEMENT

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
Career Corner
Interviewing Skills
Wednesday, October^ 4:00PM BCC Sullivan Room
Learn the basics of interviewing and how to present yourself.

Company Presentations
Learn about the company culture and characteristics they are looking for in
employees and if you should consider interviewing with them!

ALL PRESENTATIONS WILL BE IN THE KELLEY CENTER
Flnadty - Tuesday, October 3rd @ 5:00PM
GE-Wednesday, October^ @ 5:00PM

All Majors

Bear Stearns - Tuesday, October 10th @ 5:00PM

ALL Majors

Axa Equitable - Wednesday, October 11th @ 5:00PM
Hours:
Monday through Thursday
7:00pm-11:45pm
Friday & Saturday
7:00pm- 12:45am
Sunday
7:00pm-ll:45pm

Sodexbo

Campus Services

All Majors

All Majors

Advertising/Public Relations Career Night- A panel of Alumni discuss their
backgrounds and offer tips on how to break into these highly competitive fields.
Thursday, October 12th @7:0OPM BCC Sullivan Room
Sign up for a Mock Interview on October 5,h by calling ext 4081
Last call for Freshmen!!!! Stop by toe Career Planning Center to win 3 Huge tins of
Popcorn. ThevvinrierwilbedfawnonOctober2at8:30AM....itcoutelbeYOU!! (Your
friends will love you.)
Question? Not sure of what you are doing? Want to speak to someone?
Call - 254-4081
e-mail - cpc(5>mail.fairfield.edu
Stop in!!
Tip of the week - Did you know that the most important networking skill is introducing
yourself?
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Sprained ankles can't stop the Tapathon!
SEMESTER IN SPAIN
ALLY MONTANY

Hola Fairfield! Once again, I'm writing from Granada,
Spain with updates of life abroad!
This week has been loads of fun. We went on an excursion this past weekend to San Jose. It was a cute village
with some amazing beaches. The main beach was about a
20 minute walk from the village, and from the main beach
we were able to hike in the mountains to find other more
secluded beaches. It was absolutely beautiful, and I found
myself not wanting to go back to Granada.
My ankle on the other hand, is not so beautiful since I
sprained it the other day while walking to class. I am at a
loss to figure out how all of the Spanish women can wear
heals everywhere, as the one day I was brave enough to
wear my espadrilles, I ended up with an injury!
Granada is not forgiving at all to heals, as each street is
made of cobblestone and is uneven. And of course, no one
really believes in public transportation here. It has been fun
hobbling around to class (20 minute walk), the center of the
city (ten minute walk), and the bar we went Karaoke-ing at
last night (lots of time trying to find it).
My friends and I have also started the search for the perfect tapa (appetizer), which we have named our "Tapathon"
(Tapa + marathon).
Bars in Granada are notorious for their free tapas,
which they give out when you order a drink. Some bars are

Planes, Trains and Camels

mean, and when they hear our American-Spanish accent,
they "forget" to give out the Tapas. Others give out entire
meals worth of food with our drinks.
Obviously, these are the best places, and we have made
it our mission to find the best of the best before these next
three months are up.
This past week has also been a week of festivities in
Granada. Last weekend they celebrated the Virgin Angustias, and the entire population of Granada came to give
flowers to the church. The line was wrapped around the
entire street, and people offered over 3,000 bouquets!
My roommate and I watched the first half hour of the
offering, and then came back five hours later to find the
outside wall completely filled, and the inside of the church
overflowing with baskets of flowers.
The celebration has continued all week with flamenco
shows in the various neighborhoods, and tomorrow the
entire city is supposed to be crazy with fiestas! My neighborhood is having one in our park, complete with wine,
paella, and flamenco.
So, that's pretty much it for this week. I promise next
week will be more eventful, as I'm headed to a bullfight on
Sunday and a final exam on Thursday!
Hasta Jueves, Fairfield... Te echo de menos.

Contributed Photo

Sunning in Spain: Ally Montany '08 catches some
rays while visiting the beaches of San Jose.
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most to a feeling that I was returning home. I was returning after a 17 day trip across China to a place where I had
MATTHEW RYDER
lived for only four days, yet I was calling it home.
On Friday afternoon, my flight brought me from
Mystified by a bizarre excitement I could barely Urumqi back to Beijing after 17 days of indescribable
control, I made my decent into Beijing for the second beauty, hardship and priceless experiences.
Traveling along the Silk Road for a little less than
time this month.
Although almost any American will surelyhave a three weeks, my classmates and I journeyed across Northgreat feeling of excitement and anticipation when land- ern China from Beijing to Urumqi, a city just 200 miles
ing in Beijing, China, my butterflies were peculiar and from Afghanistan, and back.
somewhat disconcertine as mv excitement was due foreA total of 51 students traveled across China by latenight trains, a plane, countless buses, a speedboat or
two, 51 repugnant camels, bike and foot.
During the 17 days I saw a number of awe-inspiring Buddhist cave sites, innumerable open-air
bazaars, visited some of the oldest mosques in China,
ate freshly cooked lamb on a mountain, slept in the
Taklamakan desert and visited the Labrang Tibetan
Buddhist monastery on Heavenly Lake in Urumqi.
Serving Ail Airports* Piers, Casinos., NYC
I discussed politics and philosophy with a couple
Door-to-Door, Non-Stop,
of backpackers from Beijing under one of the most
Personalized Service
beautiful night skies that I have ever seen. I rode
24-hours-a-day, 7-days-a-week
on Xi'an's city wall with local college students,
10% Discount for new customers & referrals bikes
traveled to a rural sector outside of Turpan so I could
eat dinner and sleep in the home of a Chinese Muslim
family and saw the Terracotta warriors.
On a very late night in Turpan, I drank Chinese
Limited Tin*? On ly
white liquor and endeavored upon a truly strange
odyssey led by several middle-aged Uiger Muslim
Prices include Kl% new customer discount &
I 5"« grjlijiiy; lolls noi included .Call far othersrafes.
men. I saw ancient cities in Xia'he and woke up at 5
a.m. as my roommate retuned to our hotel room after
Economical & Convenient; Arrive Relaxed!
an all-night game of Counter-Strike with a number of
the
local Tibetan Buddhist monks.
ZIU*AJI4
I explored the millennia-old waterways of a Chi"Your Car Our Driver"
nese town, practiced my Chinese every chance I got
and ate some of the most amazing food that I have
203-371-0114 or Toll Free 866-80-Valet
www.valetdrivingservice.com raj PJ} ever tasted in my life.
I try to describe the trip to friends and family
Member of Chambers, of Commcrex
and I can find only a few adjectives that can possibly
ICT Better Business Bureau
CHECKIN' IN FROM CHINA

describe the experience completely. I usually just say,
"Well, it was amazing." In the end, I guess that I can also
say that the trip was often uncomfortable,
I was sick for several days, but it was incredible in
every sense of the word.
Returning to that odd excitement which overtook
me on that plane from Urumqi to Beijing, I think that I
now know why I was so anxious to get back to Beijing.
Chiefly, I knew that I was returning to some form of
regularity.
Sitting on the plane, I knew that I was returning to one
bed, my own shower and a closet full of clothes. I was no
longer going to live out of a hiker's backpack and I was
going to stay in one city for more than two nights.
I believe that I felt those butterflies not necessarily
because I was returning home, but because I was returning
to a place that I will soon be able to call home.

We Drive You in Your Car

The Low Cost Alternative to
Airport Van Services & Limousines

Fairfield or Westport To:
LGA: $72 JFK: $75

z/a£/

SttoUce, LLC

Contributed Photo

Picture perfect: Matt Ryder '07 considers scenic
China to be a home away from home.
■
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HE Said / SHE SO id

Meg Donlon

Fairfield Cliques

P

kerhaps you haven't yet noticed the
various breeds of Fairfield Students
living harmoniously in our FU habitat.
Thankfully, I have personally constructed a
field guide to help better define each species.
Below are species of students listed by
both their common name and, get ready to be
blown away bio majors, their latin binomial
nomenclature (don't be impressed, I spent ten
minutes on wikipedia for that. It means latin
names. See, this can be educational too).
Without further ado, I present to you my
Fairfield Field Guide:
Guidos
(Hairgelasaurus Rex)
Guidos inhabit the weight room in
high population. Here, we witness the guido
perform his twelfth consecutive set
of bicep curls before moving on to
bench for the fourth day this week.
The Guido continues this ritual
to ensure success in his mating
grounds: the bar. At night, this
species can typically be spotted
outside the bar puffing out .
their chest through their
Express button down
(unbuttoned to expose
the requisite guinea
tee) and smoking a
Parliament Light
while telling an
embellished story
at a volume greater
than that of a 747
jet engine. Inside the
bar, the Guido prowls
the dance floor with his Grey
Goose and cranberry, dancing
and fist-pumping to the latest
track by DJ Louie Devito.
Guidettes
(Volumus Loudashellus)
This exclusively female species can
be seen walking Fairfield campus wearing
oversized Chanel sunglasses and talking on
her cell phone at an excruciating volume
with elaborately vicious hand gestures. The
Guidette seems to believe that these animated
gestures will drive home her point to the person on the other end of said cell phone. Like
her close relative, the Guido, the Guidette
journeys to the bar during the night hours,
arriving with a face that has been waxed more
than Mr. Myagi's car. From here, the Guidette
will gather to take roughly 578 group photos
with other Guidettes in their pack.
Princesses
(Daddis Spoiledus Girlus)
Each Princess shares one similar trait:
they are under the mistaken impression that
their "excrement" don't stink. The Princess is
better than you in every way. They attended
a Catholic high school. They drive a better
car. Their bank account remains constantly
full (thanks Daddy). Nary a foul rumor shall
-
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1O of people like to pretend that
be spread about the Princess. These attitudes
lot
have clearly been carried over from their high
cliques end in high school. Howschool days, even though some princesses
ever, most students here would
have ballooned above their high school
agree that cliques are alive and well at
playing weights.
Fairfield U. Here's a break down so you
Preppies
can figure out where you fall.
(Trustfundus Maximus)
Wondering why two mammoth Range
Guidos
Rovers surround your 1996 Hyundai AcI was unaware that Clubhouse was
cent? Look no further than the enormously
open at 10 a.m. on Wednesday morning,
high population of the Preppy breed at FU.
but that's what I would have to assume,
Preppies stand out because of their colorful judging by some of the ensembles I've
uniform. The male Preppy sports a polo hat
seen walking around campus. If you've
matched with a polo shirt of a varying pastel
got enough gel in your hair to wax every
color. Male preppies wear khaki shorts or
floor of Canisius and your outfit looks
pants, held up by a belt displaying a constant
like you walked out of a commercial for
reminder of the ocean. This belt will typically
"NOW That's What I Call Club Hits Vol.
feature sea creatures such as lobsters, fish or
4," chances are you're part of this crowd.
even tiny little sail boats to confirm the
But hey-this isn't a bad thing. Truth
fact that yes, sailing is like sex to these
be told, I'm always a little jealous
people. The female Preppy wears only
of the two girls sitting in front of
the most contemporary of clothes,
me in class, looking so comfortthough their idea of "contemporary
able in their matching velour
fashion" means purchasing identical
jumpsuits. Not to mention that
wardrobes to the new season three
should their there ever be an
cast of Laguna Beach. The
impromptu dance party on a
Preppy enjoys charitable
Monday afternoon A contributions, like tip- you're all ready to go!
ping their caddy $100
"Organizers"
at the country club.
Is that what you'd
call them? I'm referMeatheads
ring to the group of
(Beergutus ProtruFairfield U students
deus)
who refuse to give
I wouldn't take
pot shots at every other 'up and keep trybreed of Fairfield student
ing to arouse school
without addressing my own.
spirit at a univerThe Meathead's diet consity with no football
sists of red meat, occasional
team and less and less
protein shakes, and low
traditions every year.
grade beer. Despite the
Yes, the premiere of the
Meathead's constant presmovie "Gigli" may have
ence at the Fairfield RecPlex, he remains in
been better attended than the bingo night
awful shape because of his staunch refusal
you've been planning for the last month,
to perform any abdominal or cardio workout.
but you don't quit! You just keep humIf the Meathead does not choose to perform
ming the Fairfield U fight song, hanging
physical activity at
posters in Barone, and filling
the RecPlex, they
M I love it!
f§ It's tasteless, and I love it
my mail box with
often substitute
■ it's tasteless, and i hate it. □ I hate it...
with recreation
flyers...and I'll
keep recycling
such as rugby
them. However,
or destruction of
you get the last
property (and in
laugh when you
many cases both).
have three pages
The Meathead
♦♦♦ I ♦« -'5:
of
extracurricuconsiders miss30%
ing the final cup
lar activities on
your resumes
in beer pong an
A
acceptable time
and mine just
says "She Said."
to flip out, resulting in profanity
Don't give up
guys! Go Stags!
laced tirades and
the launching of
"Hippies"
24%
I guess
various projectiles
about the room.
"hippie" is what
Love it or hate it?: Readers at
www.fairfieldmirror.com gave their opinion you're going for
with your overon He Said/She Said.
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sized shades and bohemian wardrobe, but
let's be honest...most of you "free spirits" have closets sponsored by mommy
and daddy, went to preppy Catholic high
schools, and are simply fans of the whole
Mary Kate/Ashley/Sienna Miller scene.
I'm not complaining, I think it's great.
You let that hair grow and wear sandals
until Christmas. I love it.
Goths
Last time I counted, there was about 6
of you at Fairfield.. .and 3 of you were just
stopping to get directions to Hot Topic.
It's all good. You're rocking out, you're
doing your own thing... I dig it. I guess the
only question I have for this group is what
made you choose Fairfield? Did you not
visit campus at all before you came here
and notice that this school is overwhelmingly saturated with...
Preppies
Yes, "preps." There is a
95% chance that you are part of
this group. Here's one easy way
to tell: Quickly - turn your head
to left and right. Is there a piece
of material obstructing your vision? Ah yes, your collar
has been well starched
and is now perfectly
popped. Congrats, you
are preppy.
Preppiness seems
to be contagious here
at Fairfield. It starts
innocently enough,
a popped collar here
or there,.maybe even
a pair of Uggs, but it
won't be long before
you look like Ralph Lauren and J. Crew's love
child. Why we are so obsessed with looking like we just came off the golf course or
a sailing trip to Martha's Vineyard, I don't
know. However, I admit, I am frequently
guilty of it myself.
If you or someone you know is interested in learning more about preppiness,
or perhaps converting to preppy yourself,
I highly recommend going to youtube.com
and searching "Smirnoff Tea Partay" for
fashion advice and an amusing rap that
will undoubtedly remind you of good old
Fairfield U. Trust me.
No matter what niche you've found
for yourself in at Fairfield, hopefully
you've found something that fits you. If
there's one thing I've learned in my years
here at FU, it's that you can't judge a book
by its cover.
That said, please, if you are in my
9:30 a.m. history class I am asking you
not to judge me when I repeatedly show
up in ripped sweatpants, old t-shirts, and
bed head worse than Flavor Flav.

COFFEE BREAK
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
Meghan Chasse

With all the new restrictions, do you
want to live on or off campus next year?
Wt ^P~

Offcampus, because
that's where the parties
are at.

On campus, fyecause townhouses are the place to be.
—Sean McDermatx '08
~A-A—

At the beach, where
shirts are optional.
-Sean Fay '08 and
Jess Cilente '08

—Roland Eckstein ' 10

■■^'Mti:
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On campus, because I want the
same community feeling.

On campus, because I've heard so much about
the townhouses so far and it's more convenient.

—Alexandra Ghiorzi '09

— Eric Oslund '10 and Maya Abinakad '10
jyy
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cheersandboos.com
i

Come here to submit
your cheers and boos
at any time as well as
read the cheers and
boos in the current
issue. These
submissions will be
reviewed before they
are placed in The
Fairfield Mirror.

AA

$30 STUDENT TICKETS!

ic Boos
Look for your cheers
and boos in the print
editon of The
Fairfield Mirror,
coming out on every
ihursday.
J

cheersandboos.com

THE INTERNATIONAL S,

JION

Call Ticketmaster (212) 307-4100 or thfe Box Office (212) 477-2477
and use code "STUD30"
ORPHEUM THEATRE, Second Ave. at 8th

© 2006 The Fairfield Mirror

Groups 1-800-677-1164

www.stomponline.com

■ Valid through May 30,2007, Tue-Fri at 8pm, Sat at 10:30pm, Sun at 3pm. Blackout dates: Nov 23-26, Dec 19-Jan 7,2007.
Subject to availability. Can be purchased at the box office or by phone. Must present student I.D. Not valid with previously purchased
tickets or in combination with any other offer. Limit 6 tickets per order. Phone orders subject to standard service charge fees.
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BREAKING NEWS ■ l USA ELECTIONS
:

Duffy wins FUSA
Presidency

WEEKIY POLL

After hours of waiting, and
in front of a gathering of
over 200 people, the results
were made official: Paul
Duffy defeated Kevin
Neubauer in a large victory.
Duffy received 783 votes
while Neubauer received
370.
Jillian Grant was re-elected
as VP of Programming with
approximately 65% of the
while Brett Ritterback
vin Saville in a

MIRROR
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Who should wth the
FUSA election?
OKevin Neubauer
QPaul Puffy

by Joshua O'Connell
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VOTE

Over a half-dozen useful extras, including
Scholarships, Travel and GradZone
Additional content channels, including
world/national news feeds and weather

] [RESULTS]
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AND AS ALWAYS...

Kewspapec Channel

EXCLUSIVE and expanded online content
Read Thursday's paper in advance - new
issue online Wednesday night
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WALK IT OFF.

STAG HIGHLIGHTS

\ / Another rough weekend: The Fairfield field hockey team upped its losing streak to
^X five, suffering a loss this past Sunday to Holy Cross 4-1. Amanda Love '09 scored
the lone goal for Fairfield when she took advantage of a deflected shot from teammate
Emily Janis '09. The Stags look to break their losing streak Friday with a home game against
Rider. -ALI BART '
Rollin' along: The Fairfield women's soccer team wrapped up a week that included
a 0-0 tie with Iona on Friday and a 3-0 victory against Hartford on Sunday. Friday's
match was the season's first official Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC)
competition, and the first step towards upholding last year's first place title. Head Coach Jim
O'Brian highlighted senior Betsy Nyman for her work in the midfield. Junior Alex Caram,
and freshman Chrissy Sidie were also praised for their contributions this weekend. "We have
very good subs this year who just bring something extra when they come out onto the field,"
said O'Brian. The Stags will continue their MAAC matchups away at Siena and Marist in the
next week. -MICHELLE MORRISON

•

Garnered awards: The Fairfield men's and women's tennis teams continued to
have impressive fall seasons with solid showings in the men's ECAC North Championships and the women's URI Shootout. Coming off of a third place finish at the
ECAC Women's Open, the women's team posted a 17-7 record at the URI Shootout
in Kingston, R.I. The men's team successfully defended the ECAC North championship in
Poughkeepsie, N.Y., with Ryan Berthod '10, Michael Palumbo '10 and Zachary Morrison '07
winning gold medals. The women's team returns to action on Oct. 14 and 15 when the New
England Championships are hosted at Fairfield. The men's team will take to the court from
Sept. 29 to Oct. 1, when the team plays in the UConn Invitational. -TOM CLEARY
a.:5"

j

Above par: The men's golf team opened the season finishing fifth at the Central
Connecticut State University Invitational. R.J. Zielinski '09 was the top finisher for
Fairfield with a four way tie for fourth place. One ranking behind, the women's team
placed sixth at the Mouth Holyoke Invitational with Courtney Richardson '10 as the Stag's
top finisher in a two-way tie for 12th place. -ALI BART

For expanded sports coverage, check out
com
www.fairtieldmirror.coi

Stag Athlete of the Week
ATHLETE:
SPORT:

Lindsey Lee 08
Volleyball

ACHIEVEMENT: Earned weekly honors in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC) along with teammate
Barbie Thistle '10, while leading Fairfield 3-0 in the MAAC
last week. Averaging 4.5 kills and 4.33 digs with a .478 attack
percentage, Lee became the eighth Stag to record 1,000 digs
in her career and is currently in line to become the fifth Stag
to reach both the 1,000-dig and 1,000-kill mark. Lee leads
the MAAC in kills with an average 4.32 per game.

Contributed photo

Outdoor Sports Center 3170 Fairfield Ave, in Historic Black Rock, Bridgeport, CT 06605 Tel (203) 335-8228

ROUTE 7

WILTON

203.762.8324

Now Hiring
for all departments
• Full and Part-Time Positions Available
• Flexible Hours
• Great Learning Opportunities
• Fun Place to Work

Taco Loco specials!
• Tuesday's ALL DAY! 1 /2 Price Sauza Frozen
Margaritas ALL DAY TUESDAY! Lime, Strawberry, Peach,
Mango, Banana. Also Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm!
• Wednesday's! Corona Madness! $2.25 Corona Beers
ALL DAY WEDNESDAY! Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm!
•

hursday S! Our famous Quesadillas. Choose among
Chicken, Chorizo, Shrimp, Vegetable or Cheese and a XX on
tap beer for only $9.95/pp & HH 3-6:30-pm!

• Friday S! Mexican Munchies & Happy Hour!
Coronas $2.25, 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen Margaritas, and
$2:00-$2:50 Drafts, 3-6:30 pm!

• Discounts
Stop by, call, or email jobs@outdoorsports.com
for an application today!

Outdoor Apparel | Skis & Snowboards | Camping & Climbing
Canoes & Kayaks I Bicycles & Car Racks

Your Stag Card is Welcomed Here!
Must be 21 years old with valid ID to be served alcoholic beverages. Please drink responsibly!
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Swimming and diving looks to
build off of '05-'06 success
BY BRENDAN MONAHAN

icci. "All of our upperclassmen returned
and we were able to draw new upperclassThere are those early mornings, the men as well. We will be able to go into
seemingly endless laps in the goose bump dual meets with a little more depth than
inducing pool, and one of the longest we had in years past."
sports seasons in collegiate athletics.
The women's team, led by seniors
Both the men's and women's swim- Brittany Hunter and Jennifer Masi, will be
ming and diving teams have been practic- "hard to replace" after graduation, according for the past several weeks, and with ing to Farley.. "They are class swimmers,
the 2006-07 season just around the corner, don't miss practice, work their tails off."
practices are growing increasingly difAs a whole, Farley is hoping that the
ficult.
women's team
With the
will be "more
current schedcompetitive in
ule of two and
medley events
a half prac[and] strengthtices during
en at indithe week and
vidual events.
three-hour ses[We] can be
sions on Satmore competiurdays, Head
tive because
Mirror file photo
Coach Bill
of improveReady to dive: Stag swimming and diving will look
Farley believes to improve from their 2005 record despite the loss of ments at the
this year's squad several key seniors.
MAAC," Faris looking very
ley said.
good, despite the men's team losing talIn addition to Farley;and diving coach
ented athletes to graduation last year.
Dan Vener, the Stags have also announced
Farley said this year's squad is very the hiring of a third coach, Shannon
strong but it has "a ways to go. [We have] Hartney.i
a good group of guys ... very committed,
Hartney graduated from Denison
[and] with that commitment you can see University last May and is working on her
some things developing."
master's degree at Fairfield. The Reading,
Senior swimmer Tom Scappaticci is Conn, native served as Aquatics director
also confident in the team's chances this at The Rolling Hills Country Club and has
year.
three years of experience coaching youth
"Although we lost four key senior swimming.
guys last year we made up for it with a
The Stags begin their competitive season
pretty solid freshman class," said Scappat- on Oct. 20 at home against St. Peter's at 5 p.m.

Basketball schedules set
CONTINUED FROM P.

24

Alumni Hall, both teams announced challenging 2006-2007 schedules with multiple
in-season tournaments and some national
coverage.
Fairfield will also host all MAAC
schools in early March for the 2007 men's
and women's MAAC tournaments.
"We have a very ambitious schedule set for this season," said University
President Jeffery von Arx, S.J., "but I can
already hear the Red Sea cheering for our
teams."
The men's team will face 13 teams
with winning records last season. The
average winning percentage of all the
opponents is an impressive .563 winning
percentage. The men will appear on ESPNU Jan. 9 at Siena, and Jan. 26 at home
against Saint Peter's. Look for the men on
MSG, Feb. 11 at Loyola.
The men will also play one in-season
tournament, the Hispanic College Fund
Classic hosted by UConn. Fairfield opens
against Mississippi on Nov. 17, followed
by UConn on Nov. 18, and Central Arkansas on Nov. 19. All games will be played
at the Hartford Civic Center.
"I am trying to build a team," said
Cooley of the impending season. "We are
a young team, desperate for an identity." -

"I am looking forward to the challenges that await this program in the upcoming
season and in the future."
The women's home conference
opener comes almost halfway through the
season, on Jan. 6, when the Stags battle
MAAC champion Marist.
The last 11 games will be played
against conference teams, including a televised game against Niagara on ESPNU.
The women will also play an in-season
tournament in North Carolina for the Lady
Pirates Classic.
Their first round opponent will be
Florida State, who made it to the second
round of the NCAA Tournament last year.
Then they will play either host East Carolina or North Dakota State.
Both squads open their season with
an exhibition game against the University
of Bridgeport, Wednesday, Nov. 1, at the
Arena at Harbor Yard.
The doubleheader will open with the
women at 6 p.m. and the men at 8 p.m.
The women have never lost a game to
Bridgeport, with a record of 11 -0.
The men have won 40 of their 53
meetings, the last game a win, coming in
the 1980-1981 season.
For the complete schedule of men and
women's basketball, see www.fairfieldmirmr.com,
-

MIRROR

Seniors lead men's soccer
CONTINUED FROM P.

24

in," Cunliffe said after the game.
Bailey, a junior, picked up his first assist
the field. Troy has spent time at both the of- of the season and the ninth of his career, putfensive and defensive sides this season and ting him one away from moving into the top
may have a chance to move up on the leader 10 on Fairfield's all time career-assist list.
board as well.
Bailey has three points this season and
"Alex and Mike have been leaders is tied for third on the team behind Cunliffe
throughout their four years
and junior Steve Desmond,
on the team," Head Coach
who has five points.
Carl Rees said. "Both lead
Five hundred and
by example on the field
thirty students attended
through their hard work
the Stags' game against
while commanding respect
Hartford. After the game
from both their coaches and
Cunliffe and Troy thanked
peers off the field because
the fans for coming out.
of their strength of charLater in the week, both
acter."
agreed that it was one of
Freshman teammate
the most memorable moPaul McQuade from Scotments of their careers at
land agreed.
Fairfield.
"Both are very talent"Other than the first
ed players on the field and
game ever played at Lessgreat guys off of it. Alex
ing Field, when 1 assisted
especially has been very
Mike on the first goal on
good to me off the field,"
the field, Wednesday's
McQuade said. "He knows
game against Hartford was
what it is like to come all
most memorable of my cathe way over here and as The battle of Troy: Mike Troy '07 reer," Cunliffe said. "The
much as he would not want was named team captain in the
fans were unbelievable;
to admit it, he has been like Pre-season and will look to lead
it was the best crowd I've
a big brother to me."
on and off the field.
ever seen and I hope that
McQuade, a freshman
we have more of the same
starter, is also having an excellent season. He the rest of this season."
has three assists so far, which ties for second
In Tuesday's win over Dartmouth, the
best in the MAAC. McQuade credits his Stags played in front of an energetic and large
achievement to the relationship he has already crowd once again. Cunliffe scored his fifth
developed with the veteran Cunliffe.
goal of the season and Aldo Hope '09 scored
"I think we link up well on the pitch more the game winning goal in the first overtime.
than anyone else, and we have a good under"It was really good to get the win." Hope
standing with each other when we play."
said after the game. "It will give us a lot
"I would rather have Mike and Alex on of momentum as we head into the MAAC
my side than against me," said McQuade , season."
speaking for himself and his teammates.
The team has an 11 game regular season
Last Wednesday, in a 1-1 tie against the unbeaten streak at Lessing Field, and Troy
University of Hartford, in the first minute of and Cunliffe both hope it continues.
the game, Cunliffe passed the ball to Troy,
"We are taking it one game at a time,
who completed the give-and-go by placing a but we definitely have the tools to go far this
return pass at the feet of Cunliffe, who put the season," said Troy. "The MAAC Championshot just barely over the cross bar. Later the ship is our main goal, especially since it is
two would get together again and put a goal being played here at Lessing Field. I really
on the board, which represented the excellent think that we have the ability to go to the
communication the two players have devel- NCAA Championships and possibly go deep
oped over their three seasons together.
into them."
"To experience that would really make
"I told him to draw the defender to the
post. Sam Bailey passed me the ball, and I our careers complete," added Cunliffe.
was able to get an open shot and slide the ball

intrigue
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a hair salon

- Introducing Tracco Comestics
consultation with Gail
- $15 men's haircuts - Tues & Wed

arimba soloist
og walker
rban cowgirl*

Learn more about
Erin Towery
and tell us more
about you. Visit
pwc.com/bringit.
Your life. You can
bring it with you.
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Veterans make their presence felt for men's soccer
BY TOM CLEARY

Chris Melvagna/The Mirror

Follow the leaders Seniors Alex Cunliffe
(left) and Mike Troy lead the Stags

Four years ago Mike Troy v07 and Alex
Cunliffe '07 arrived at Fairfield as freshmen
on the men's soccer team. Although Troy
came from Newtown, Conn., approximately
45 minutes away from Fairfield, and Cunliffe came from Lanchashire, England, all
the way across the Atlantic Ocean, the two
formed an immediate bond during pre-season
workouts.
In addition to their friendly bond off the
field, the two developed and even stronger
bond on the field.
"Our good relationship started during
our freshman year, living together and hanging out off the field, while also developing an

Volleyball 3-0 in MAAC
BY BRENDAN MONAHAN

For the Stags volleyball team,
another win means more improvement. For Head Coach Jeff Werneke, it is music to his ears.
The team was melodious after
a 3-0 sweep of host Manhattan
College in New York City. With
the win, the team improved to 3-0
in the MAAC and 6-6 overall.
Werneke was very pleased
with the win, saying the match was
"one of our complete matches. We
pretty much dominated the entire
match."
Lindsey Lee '08 led the way
for the Stags with 13 digs and nine
kills. Freshman Katie Mann also
had a strong showing with nine

Contributed photo

MAAC'in it: The Stags continued
their undefeated streak in the
MAAC after defeating Manhattan
3-0.
kills and a .471 hitting percentage.
Werneke described the day as
"another solid in and out performance from Lindsey and Katie."
Mann carried Fairfield with
three of the team's nine service
aces.
The Stags were able to limit
their mistakes against the Jaspers

to seven errors, while racking up
45 kills in 96 attempts. Manhattan
was held to a .043 hitting percentage and was out-blocked 8-3.
Werneke said he was especially happy after witnessing
more contributions from various
teammates.
"This week I was pleasei
with how Jazmine Pa'akaula am
Karlie Urbaniak stepped up defensively and offensively," he said.
"It is now a more well-rounded
attack."
Barbie Thistle '10, for example, added 31 assists to her
six kills.
Pleased with the victory,
Werneke said, "Anytime you can
go on the road and take a match,
that's important. We played well;
[it was] a big win. Hopefully we
get seven more away victories."
Mann agreed on the strong
improvement this season has already seen.
"Our team this year has been
playing together for over a month
now, and I believe our chemistry has become much stronger.
With each conference match we
have played in so far, we have
improved."
Mann and the Stags will return to action Saturday at home
versus Niagara at 6 p.m. in Alumni
Hall, at which the first 100 "Stags
in the Stands" will receive a free
T-shirt. On Sunday the women
remain home to take on Canisius
at 2 p.m.
If all goes well, the melodious
rhythm of the team will continue
as it builds on improvements and
boosts its MAAC record closer
to its ultimate goal: the MAAC
championship.
"We have been working so
hard for the past month, and if we
keep focus on our goal I really
think we [can] achieve it," said
Mann.

on field relationship," Troy said. "We decided
to live together again sophomore year and
have been great friends since we met."
With Cunliffe's great field vision and
Troy's size and scoring ability, the two instantly became impact players for the Stags.
As seniors, Troy is the team captain and
Cunliffe is the Stags' leading scorer with five
goals. Both are driving the Stags toward a
MAAC championship and possibly into the
NCAA Tournament.
So far this season Troy and Cunliffe have
helped the Stags to a 4-2-1 record, including a tie against the University of Hartford
last Wednesday and a major overtime win
against the two-time Ivy League champion
Dartmouth on Tuesday.

"We complement each other very well,"
said Cunliffe. "Our styles of play are really suited for each other. Mike is a great
player and very intelligent; we work well
together."
"I think that our friendship off the field
really helps us on the field," Troy added.
"Alex is a very talented player, and we are
both able to find each other when we are
open."
Cunliffe has 11 career goals and has
moved into the top ten all-time scoring list.
Troy had seven goals in 2003 and one in 2004.
He has not scored since early in 2004 due to
injuries and a shift to the defensive side of
SEE "SENIORS" ON P.
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Welcome home
Fall 2006 Stags Basketball Schedule
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Mama I'm comin' home: The Stags return to Alumni Hall where the men will face American and St. Francis, N.Y. and the women will take on Richmond.

Stags to return to Alumni Hall for three games
BY JAMES THOMPSON

Get set Red Sea - the Stags
are coming back to Alumni
Hall.
Fairfield released its men's
and women's basketball schedules for the 2006-2007 season
on Friday at a press conference
held at the Arena at Harbor Yard
in Bridgeport.
Both teams will play select
games on campus this season, at
Alumni Hall. The games will be
the first games played there since
2001. The men's team will open

its season there against American
University on Nov. 10, and play
St. Francis College (N.Y.) there
on Dec. 2. The women's team will
host the University of Richmond
at Alumni Hall on Nov. 11.
"After talking with other
MAAC coaches about playing
games in Alumni, it sounded like
they were scared," said women's
Head Coach Dianne Nolan. "Our
opponents detest playing there
because the crowd is right on top
of you."
"It's an exciting place to
watch a game. You, can feel the
floor, feel the action and really

become part of the game."
Nolan said there is no extra
pressure on her team to perform in
Alumni Hall and that they represent Fairfield by performing to the
best of their ability everywhere
they play.
"I've heard great things
about the intensity of Alumni
Hall," said men's Head Coach
Ed Cooley. "The fans deserve it
and we are hoping to translate that
energy right back to our games
here [at Harbor Yard]."
In addition to the return to
SEE "BASKETBALL" ON P.
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